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Two finalists bailout; Dean search narrowed to three 
By STEVE OTERO 
The Dean Search Committee, with 
input from a pair of student committees, 
ha narrowed the field of potential 
Marshall-Wythe dean's to only three. 
The Commirree had made public a short 
li ·t of five potential deans. One fi nalist, 
Gerald Torres, withdrew from con tention 
after accepting a position with the 
University ofTexasLaw School. Thomas 
Morgan also is no longer in the nmning. 
The three remaining combatants are 
Linda Greene, Donald Langevoort and 
Peter Shane. 
The Presiden t and the Provost of the 
CoIl ge formed the Dean Search 
Committee during the spring of 1992. 
The Commirree's structure allows for 
evaluative input from a number of 
different constituencies. Membership 
includes six law school faculty, two 
memb rs of the faculty at large. the 
pr sidentofthe Law SchOOl foundation, 
the pre 'idem of the William and Mary 
Alumni Association and one tudent 
representative. Professor Linda Malone 
chairs the Committee. The student 
representative is Joe Cartee (3L), 
president of the SBA. 
The last dean search occurred in 1985. 
During that campaign, the Committee 
included two student represen tatives 
compared to this year's one. However, 
tudent input still will be substantial. A 
Student Organizations Committee, 
consisting of leaders from organizations 
uch as BLSA, ILS, Lal~' Rel"iew, PSF, 
etc., will interview each finalist during his 
or her visit to Marshall-Wythe. 
In addition, an At Large Student 
Committee will meet with each finalist. 
Membership on this Committee is divided 
into a group of seven standing members, 
who attend each interview, and a rotation 
of three or four alternate representatives. 
The At LargeCommitteewas established 
in order to "maximize student 
See DESPERATE. page 20 
THE FINALISTS 
LINDA GREENE is a professor at the University of Wisconsin School of 
Law specializing in constitutional law. Greene, who has taught since 1978, 
has been at Wisconsin for five years and has been active in politics as well. 
For two years in the late 1980s she held an appointment with Sen. Howard 
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, as a lawyer for the Senate Judiciary Committee. 
During that time, she also was a senior advisor to Gov. Michael Dukakis, 
D -Mass., and before that worked for the Rev. Jesse JacK."0n. 
PETERSHANEisa professor atthe UniversityofIowa College of Law with 
expertise in constitutional law and presidential power. Shane has taught at 
Iowa since 1981 and last year was one of six American legal experts who 
traveled to the former Soviet republic of Belarus to help leadersdraft a new 
constitution. He is a graduate of Yale Law School and a former Justice 
Department attorney. 
DONALDLANGEVOORTisanexpertonsecuritiesregulationandfinanciai 
law. He has been a professor at the Vanderbilt University School of Law 
in Nashville since 1981. Langevoort is a graduate of the University of 
Virginia and nolds a law degree from Harvard. (Daily P,,,"ss). 
~ A 
Prince Charles will speak at W &M's 300th Charter Day 
By SARAH NEWMAN 
His Royal Highne s the 
Prince of Wales will join in the 
celebration of William and 
Mary's tercentenary. Prince 
Charles will deliver the keynote 
address for the occasion on 
Charter Day, Saturday, Feb. 13. 
Charter Day is planned as 
the highlight of a year-long 
celebration of the College's 
300th anniversary. Charter Day 
marks the anniversary of the 
receipt by the College of its 
charter from British monarchs 
King William III and Queen 
Mary II in 1693. 
The Charter Day 
convocation will begin at 10:30 
a.m. in William and Mary Halt 
and is open to the public, 
although tickets are required. 
There will be approximately 
10,000 seats available and all 
members of the William and 
Mary community are 
encouraged to attend. After the 
convocation, the Prince will 
attend a private luncheon in 
Trinkle Hall before leaving 
Williamsburg. 
This is Prince Charles ' 
second visit to William and 
Mary. The Prince also visited in 
May 1981 when he became the 
first person to receive an 
honorary fellowship, the highest 
See REBOUND, page 20 
David Dalke to pack bags as 1993 Drapers' Scholar 
r-----------------------------~----~ By PETER KUBIN 
Drapers' Scholar Karen Scott gives 3L 
Daye Dalke tips on European fashion. 
--staff photo 
Not many M-W students 
know very much about the 
Drapers' scholarship program, 
bu t those who have had the good 
fortune to have first-hand 
knowledge of it consider it quite 
a sweet deal. The program is 
run in conjunction with Queen 
Mary and Westfield College in 
London, and finances a one-year 
cross-cultural legal educational 
exchange for a student from 
each school. 
The current year sees M-W 
hosting Karen Scott, originally 
from St. Andrews in Scotland 
("the home of golf'). Dave 
Dalke (3L), who has never 
before left America, has been 
selected as this year's Drapers' 
Scholar to travel to England. 
Both Scott and Dalke see the 
program as a way to add a little 
zing to their resumes, as well as 
a great chance to do some sight-
seeing. 
The Drapers' scholarship, 
strangely enough, is sponsored 
by the Drapers' Company, a 600-
how long the program has been 
runningatM-W, butaII accounts 
term it a success. The Drapers 
provide plane fare, tuition and 
room and board, as well as an 
extra "living" stipend. Both 
Scott and Dalke described the 
year-oldEnglishliverycompany. stipend as being quite generous 
Originally founded as a support on the whole. 
organization for English drapers "I'm having a good time," 
(clothesmakers), the Company's said Scott of her experience so 
present-dayfunctionsappearto . far. Although she has enjoyed 
be limited to the holding of her classes and the rustic charm 
banquets and the sponsorship 
of a variety of charitable works. See PUB eRA WL, page 20 
No one quite seems to know 
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Out of Our Heads 
As many of us are aware, lawyers have the reputation 
among the general public as being greedy, two-faced creatures 
who never do anything without some hope of self-
advancement. Fortunately, law students, idealistic as we are, 
know this is not entirely true--we actually do have some 
redeeming qualities and occasionally do something that 
borders on the charitable. 
One opportunity to prove this--and a quite convenient one 
atthat--is the Toys for Tots campaign sponsored by Phi Alpha 
Delta every year around Christmas time. The drive is a simple 
way for all of us to help make Christmas a little nicer for kids 
who are not as fortunate as we are. Besides, we do get 
something out of it--immunity from being called on in class 
for a couple of days. 
Unfortunately, immunity does not appear to be enough to 
motivate many of us topick up an extra (inexpensive) toy whil e 
we are out doing our otherwise obligatory Christmasshopping. 
This year's drive grossed only 90 toys. In comparison to 
Marshall-Wythes performance last year, when 165 toys were 
collected, and the year before, when 250 were donated, this 
year marks a low point in PAD's sponsorship of Toys for Tots. 
This poor showing is surprising considering that every 
professor except Margaret Spencer agreed to participate in 
the classroom immunity program. 
For those of you who did participate in the Toys for Tots 
drive, thanks for taking an interest in your community and 
showing that lawyers can think of others. Unfortunately, 
PAD cannot guarantee employment for those who bring a toy 
in to help a needy kid. We hope that's not the kind of 
enticement they need to offer next year to beat this year's 
disappointing performance. 
THE AMICUS CURIAE 
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From the Editor's Desk ... 
Asoneofhisfirstpresidential 
actions, Bill Clinton wasted no 
time in revers ing several 
restrictions on abortion put in 
place by his R epublican 
predecessors. While abortion 
opponents rallied behind the 
White House in opposition to 
the Supreme Court's 20-year-
old decision inRoe v. Wade, our 
new president was busy 
overturning the Bush 
administration's "gag rule" on 
counseling in federally funded 
clinics and the ban on fetal tissue 
research. Clinton also ordered 
a government review of the 
French abortion pill, RU-486, 
with an instruction to end the 
ban on importation of the pill 
unless there is a clear medical 
reason to justify it. 
Abortion rights supporters 
see these actions as a cause for 
celebration and are rejoicing in 
their victory at the polls. Did 
anyone expect such a swift and 
decisive move by our newly 
elected President? Almost 
overnight we went from a 
government controlled by a 
religious minority to one that is 
enlightened, responsive and 
concerned with protecting the 
rights of the people. After 12 
years of oppression, women 
finally have a government that 
cares a bou t their well-being and 
treats them as adults capable of 
making decisions about their 
own lives. 
The rejoicing should be 
tempered, however; the victory 
To the Editor: 
As many people in the law 
school already know, I was 
formally accused of cheating on 
one of my exams last semester 
and thus violating the Honor 
Code. The charges were 
dismissed at trial. 
As pennitted by the Honor 
Code, I elected to have a public 
trial. Any member of the law 
school community could have 
attended the trial. Everyone in 
the Marshall -Wythe community 
is free to discuss their opinions 
of the ·case. 
I stand by my decision to go 
public . However, one 
unfortunate result of my decision 
is that the Editor of the law 
school newspaper is now the 
subject of a news story. This 
state of affairs presen~s an 
unacceptable conflict of interest. 
I cannot accurately and 
objectively report the news when 
the news is about me. Nor can I 
insult the intelligence of the 
readers of this newspaper by 
pretending lean do so. 
may be only temporary. Just as 
easily as Presiden t Clinton lifted 
these restrictions, the next 
president can reinstate them, or 
impose even stricter limitations 
on this constitutional right. If 
Clinton does not succeed in 
making substantial progress with 
the nation's economy and other 
domestic dilemmas, he could 
very well be voted out of office 
in four years. More lasting 
action is needed. 
As all of us are aware, the . 
Supreme Court has also had its 
share of playing time in the 
abortion ball game. While the 
pro-choice fans are grateful for 
last summer's reaffirmation of 
constitutional protection for 
abortion, recent decisions have 
been nothing to cheer about. 
Unless Clinton can be as 
successful in stacking the Court 
as Ronald Reagan and George 
Bush were, women cannot 
expect their rights to be 
safeguarded for long. 
Abortion has always been a 
very divisive and a very personal 
issue. It is one which should not 
be governed by the whims of 
one elected official or a majority 
of nine appointed justices. Even 
Barabara Bush has recognized 
the intensely personal nature of 
the debate over this issue. It is 
an issue that our esteemed 
representatives in Congress 
must deal with. 
In order to preserve the 
protection granted in Roe and 
guard against future presidents' 
Letters 
interfering with women's rights, 
Congress must act. But it needs 
to pass legislation more 
progressive than the Freedom 
of Choice Act. That bill purports 
to cooify Roe, and is Congress' 
response to the Reagan-Bush 
Court's incessant chipping away 
at the landmark 1973 decision. 
But: as noble an effort as it may 
be, the bill really does not give 
women any more protection 
than they already have from the 
Court's decisions. 
If Clinton can go on record 
as !being pro-choice and get 
elected to the White House, 
what is Congress afraid of? 
Instead of needing a two-thirds 
majority to override a certain 
veto--as was the case in the past-
-Congress now needs only a 
simple majority. It has become 
clear that the American people 
want pro-choice leadership, and 
Congress should not shrink from 
its representative obligation. 
The signals Clinton sent to 
Congress by lifting the abortion 
restrictions so quickly and 
completely must be the start of 
aggressive action on their part. 
In his decade-long rule as 
Governor of Arkansas, Clinton, 
the great negotiator, had ample 
time toworkwith the legislature 
to fashion statutes thatappeased 
numerous constituencies. But 
Congress must realize that his 
tennas president could be much 
more short -lived. Legislation to 
protect women's rights must be 
apriorityforthe103rdCongress. 
For this reason, I have . proceedings related to this 
decided to take a one month accusation. Because I do not 
leave of absence from my 
editorial duties . I will still 
perform most of my 
administrative duties, but I have 
removed myself from the 
editorial decision making 
process of the newspaper. 
Leeanne Morris will assume the 
role of Acting Editor until this 
wnflict of interest is resolved. 
After I return to the newspaper, 
Leeanne will retain 
responsibility for all editorial 
decisions in future news stories 
having to do with the Honor 
Code and Council. 
This is one of the hardest 
decisions I have ever had to 
make. It causes me great pain to 
give up something I love. 
However, toomanypeoplehave 
worked too hard to establish the 
creilibility of this newspaper. I 
will never do anything which 
would putthat credibilityat risk. 
Although the Honor Code 
charges against me were 
dismissed, I am still involved in 
want to jeopardize the outcome 
of this process, I have decided 
not to comment publicly on any 
aspect of the case at this time. 
Those of you who know me well 
know the effort it takes for me to 
hold my tongue. 
I look forward to the 
resolution of this situation and 
the time when I will be able to 
resume my duties as Editor in 
ChiefoftheAmicus. Until then, 
I will continue to rely on all of 
the people who have supported 
me through this process. To 
them I am truly grateful . 
--Kevin Kroner (3L) 
Editor s Note: 
Although there are no news 
stories in this issue regarding the 
triLll, the Amicus will cover the 
el'ents surrounding this incident 
in future issues. Like Kel'in 
Kroner, other parties in! 'olved in 
this matter have refused to 
comment on the triLll and related 
erents at this time. 
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Constitutional Law God, John Nowak, graces M-W 
By DOUG MILLER 
For the 60 U.s in Professor John 
Nowak's Constitutional Law class, this 
semester will be both a treat and a terror. 
The treat comes from Nowak's 
entertaining teaching stylerultivated over 
more than 20 years in front of law school 
classroom-. The terror \\-iJJ come from 
being quizzed by one of the country's 
rno t widely read expert on 
con titutionallaw. Nowak co-authored 
the best-selling West hornbook on the 
subject with hi University of lIIinois 
colleague, Ronald Rotunda. 
owak is thi year" distinguished 
Devins of this semester's Con Law section, 
owak MIl be updating supplements to 
both rus hornbook and a four-volume 
treatise on constitutional law, which he 
also co-authored with Rotunda, for West 
Publi hing. He will also be participating 
in Professor Marcu ' Law and Literature 
seminar and working to complete two 
law review articles. 
Though his lectures are filled with 
interesting side-bars about the Supreme 
Court (Holmes may have been brilliant, 
but he was also a terrible snob) and the 
Constitution (the Bill of Rights wasn't 
even ratified by Georgia, Massachusetts 
and Connecticut until the 1930s), Nowak 
professes no inside knowledge when it 
comes to the effect the Clinton 
administration may have on the Supreme 
Court. 
i iting Lee Professor for The In titute 
of Bill of Rights Law. Like previous Lee 
professors, he will be a full-time resident 
faculty member for the pring semester. 
But unlike the Institute 's other 
appointments, owak will be teacrung 
only first-years. "I b lieve I am the first 
on'e who is teacrung a non-seminar, non-
specialized course," owak said. 
'Other than generalizations at a level 
where I couldn't be proven wrong, I 
wouldn't have much to add," he said. 
" Presidents are always very good at 
picking judges who will vote the way 
they're expected to vote in the hort term. 
They are rarely surprised by justices 
except when issues come before the court 
that the president had never given any 
thought to, or when judges make rulings 
long after they are appointed. So I'm 
sure that President Clinton's choices will 
have view that you, or I, or anyone who 
reads a newspaper could generally 
describe. ,. 
Visiting Lee Professor John Nowak actually understands 
what's in these books. 
staff plwto 
The switch was by choice. According 
to Nowak, when then-Dean Timothy 
Sullivan called to ask him to come to M-
W for trus semester, he asked for the 
as ignment. ''I'd rather teach a section 
of the ba ic Con Law course," he said 
adding, 'That's what I do. I like tudents. 
It's what I've done nearly all of my adult 
life." 
Nowak ha been a professor of law at 
rh University of I1Iinoi ince 19 ~. He 
didhisundergraduarcworkatMarquette, 
before earning a J.D. from min i' in 
1Q71. 
In addition to relieving Profe' 'or 
ASKed if II(: tIru IglI! Clinton would 
likely see more than one opportunity for 
change on the highC urt, Nowakoffered 
thi ~ observation: 'A variety of personal 
factors influence a Justice's decision to 
retire, including one s prestige away from 
the court. Potter Stewart, for example, 
could retire early and know that hewould 
be invited to all the interesting 
Georgetown parties and embassy 
receptions because he was a Stewart from 
a very well known and influential 
Republican family from Ohio. Others 
may hang on to the position because if 
they aren't a current Suprem e Cf.mrr 
Justice they might not be paid attention 
to." 
Constitutional law is only one area of 
expertise for Nowak. He also served as 
Illinois' representative to the NCAA for 
10 years, including a three-year 
appointment on the six-member NCAA 
Infractions Committee which, among 
other things, hands down penalties for 
NCAA recruiting violations. "We had to 
be the six least liked people in the 
country," he said. " It is a useful job, but 
it is not a happy job because you never 
have a satisfied customer." 
He is sure to find many more satisfied 
customers in the first-year class this 
emester than he did as an NCAA rep. 
COIDlTIittee discusses revisions to M -W Honor Code 
By LEE..t\NNE MORIU ' 
Several members of the 
Marshall -Wythe community, 
dis ati fied with the current 
administration of the Honor 
Code, have formed the Honor 
ystem Revision Committee. 
The C mmittee, wruch held its 
firstmee tingla tThursday,Jan. 
_1. wa formed by John 
Brownlee (2L), who serves a 
chair. 
John Brownlee said he 
perceived, after reading articles 
in rheAmiclts last semester, that 
many students and faculty 
members had problems with the 
Honor Code. Brownlee drew 
up proposed revisions to the 
Code and formed th e 
Committee to discu and vote 
on hi proposa ls. 
The Committee is made up 
of Brownlee, Jonathan Rotter 
(lL), Erich Kimbrough (lL), 
Lara Vukelic (lL), Victor Miller 
(3L), Martha McGlothlin (lL), 
Carole Ferguson (2L), Justin 
Smith (2L), Missy CaIJahan (3L), 
David Perruni (2L), Susan Sieger 
(2L) and Professors John Levy 
and Trotter Hardy. 
John ChilJrey (3L), the only 
member of the Committee who 
al 0 'erves on the Honor 
C uncil, is sitting as a non-voting 
member of the Committee at 
the request of the Council. 
According to Childrey, 
Brownlee offered him a voting 
position, but the Honor Council 
members fe lt such power could 
create a contl ict of interest. 
Childrey aid the Honor 
Council ha s discussed the 
possibility of making changes to 
the Code and its current 
administration. The Council 
plan to call a public meeting to 
discu concerns aboutthe Code 
within the next few weeks, 
according to Childrey. Among 
the concerns the Council might 
address at the public meeting 
are the mandatory reporting 
requirements and new methods 
of scheduling trials for 
infractions reported during 
exam periods, Cruldrey said. 
SBA President Joe Cartee 
said he had "mixed feelings" 
about the Revision Committee. 
"Every student at the law 
school ha the right to expre 's 
his or her opinion and has the 
right to mak changes to the 
Honor Code both procedurally 
and substantively," Cartee said. 
'·It s how it's being undertaken 
that I have mixed feel ingsabout. 
My understanding is essentially 
that John Brownlee has 
rewritten theentire Honor Code 
unilaterally and has formed this 
Committee." 
Brownlee stressed that the 
Committee has no authority. 
"This is just a committee of 
concerned studentsartd faculty," 
he said. 'We'll try to create 
something credible to take to 
the [Honor] Council." Brownlee 
feels the participation of 
representatives from all classes, 
asweIJ asfacultymembers, lends 
credibility to the Committee's 
actions. 
Student body hearing could 
overrule comiction by Council 
Brownlee said the most 
significan t changes the 
Committee will discuss are 
proposals to have the student 
body elect members of the 
Honor Council, and a provision 
for an open appeal to members 
of the student body after a 
c nviction by the Council. 
Under the Committee's 
proposal each class would elect 
four members to the Committee. 
The provision of an open 
student body appeals hearing 
would be a new addition to the 
Code. Under this proposal, a 
student convicted by the Council 
could request an opel! student-
body hearing within 72 hours of 
the Council's decision. The 
Registrar would choose -l0 
students at random to undergo 
mirdire, 120fwhom would serve 
as the jury. 
TI1e Presidentofthe Council 
(presently called Chief Justice) 
would serve as Chair of the 
appeal hearing. After 
deliberation, the jurywouJd vote 
by secret ballot, with a return of 
eight guilty ballots needed to 
sustain a guilty verdict and 
expulsion. Fewer than eight 
guilty ballots would overrule the 
decision of the Council and 
result in acquittal. 
Committee votes to change 
confrontation clause 
At last week's meeting, the 
Committee also voted on two 
points for revision. An 
amendment to abo li sh the 
fa ilure to report violation (§3.01 
of the current Code) failed with 
only one vote in favor. An 
amendment to make personal 
confrontations by the accuser 
volu ntary, rath er than 
mandatory (§3.02), passed by a 
vote of seven to four. 
Much of the discussion at 
the meeting concerned the 
requirement of reporting 
violations. Brownlee said the 
current provision makes the 
Code coercive and is 
unnecessary. He said a public 
reprimand would be a better 
punishment than expulsion for 
failure to report a violation. 
Levy objected, pointing out 
that plenty of people knew that 
Newport News attorney David 
See REVJ;SE, page 7 
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======Law Watch 
By JOHN CROUCH COURT REINS IN BUSH: A volved.(NationalLawJournal). 
panel of the D.C. Circuit or- GUAM ABORTION BAN: The 
dered the National Security Supreme Court let stand the 
Council and other executive Ninth Circuit's ruling that 
agencies to make backups of all Guam's ban on nearly all abor-
computer-mail records they tionsisunconstitutional. When 
erase, as required by the Fed- the severe law briefly took ef-
eral Records Protection Act. fect, doctors stopped prescnb-
and MARGARET HARDY 
U.S. LAWYERS STARVE: 
Lawyers in the United States 
make less than half the hourly 
rate of their British counterparts, 
and were not even among the 
top ten billers listed in a study by 
the InternationalFinancialLaw 
Review. 
The White House bitterly ing IUDs. Justice Thomas 
fought the ruling, and the trial joined five others in declining to 
judge warned that Bush aides review. (New York Times). 
may flout the order. Another HOMELESS' FREEDOMS 
panel ofthe court stopped Bush PROTECTED: Miami'sfederal 
from firing Postal Rate Com- judge Clyde Atkins ruled that 
mission members in a dispute the city's 5,000 homeless have 
Americans charge an aver-
age of $280lhour, while British 
lawyers make $585lhour. Ger-
mans get $510/hour and the 
Japanese make $350. (Parade). 
OPERATION RESCUE: The 
Supreme Court ruled that the 
1871 federal "Klan" Act cannot 
be used against protestors block-
ing abortion clinic doors, be-
cause the right to abortion is 
federally protected only from 
governmental, not private, in-
terference. (New York Times). 
. over the price of stamps. (Wash- the right to sleep, erect shelter, 
ington Post) . bathe and eat outdoors if they 
SEIZURES UNCONSTlTU- have nowhere else to go. He 
T10NAL: The Supreme Court ordered the city to create "safe 
ruled unanimously in Soldnl v. zones" where the homeless may 
Cook CounLy that the Fourth live. (Washington Post). 
Amendment bars unreasonable NEXT TIME STOP, LOOK 
police seizures of property, even AND LISTEN: The mother of a 
when no police search is in- child killed by a train released a 
Palsgrafv. Long Island R.R. 
CARDOZO Col She stood by the rail, awaiting the train, , . 
When down came a scale, inflicting great pain. 
ANDREWS, J. 
Dissenting 
A pack of explosives had started it all, 
But who could have known this event would befall? 
The negligence there, from the law's point of view, 
Was just in the air, and that will not do. 
A different conclusion will swiftly involve 
A maze of confusion that can't be resolved. 
You can't claim protection against an invasion 
Without a connection to some violation. 
The plaintiff must show a wrong to herself, 
Not something unsocial to everyone else. 
Some acts come to mind inherently hazardful, 
But wrong is defined in terms of the natural. 
Here, by concession, there's nothing been shown 
To make the suggestion this could have been known. 
There's thus no occasion for us to note 
The law of causation, near or remote. 
Since Cardozo insists on denying this tort, 
Complaint is dismissed, with costs in all courts. 
It may be that, lacking a duty to care, 
A negligent act could exist in the air, 
But when one performs a negligent act 
He undoubtedly harms those he injurs in fact. 
No fixed rules provide us with all our judgments. 
There's little to guide us but plain common sense. 
The proximate cause sets a sequence in place, 
And so we must pause to inspect time and space. 
Should a cause intervene to affect the result, 
It would probably mean a reduction in fault. 
To draw a line justly is hard for a man, 
But drawn the line must be, as best as we can. 
When there's a collision there's no assumed notions 
Of any prevision. Not so for explosions. 
When s mcthing's exploding or something's ignited 
All injuries flowing therefrom should be righted. 
I cannot but feel that if properly termed 
The judgment appe~ed from should be affirmed. 
memo from the Norfolk South-
ern Railroad's principal attor-
ney, Wiley Mitchell, advising his 
client not to erect signs or barri-
ers or sound horns at trestles. 
Mitchell wrote that though the 
precautions were effective, if the 
railroad failed to maintain them 
and an accident occurred it 
would be more likely to be found 
negligent. The woman's lawyer 
claims the memo states the 
railroad's policy. (Richmond 
Times-Dispatch ). 
ANTI-WHITE DISCRIMINA-
TION: D.C.'s Judge Charles 
Richey found that Deputy U.S. 
Marshal Robert Turner was ha-
rassed and disciplined by his 
black supervisors at D.C.'s Su-
perior Courtfor being white and 
Jewish. Richey ordered the 
Marshals Service to stop the 
harassment and to give Turner 
back-pay and a clean record. 
(Richmond Times-Dispatch). 
GOD NOT RELIGIOUS: The 
Seventh Circuit ruled that the 
words " under God" in the 
Pledge of Allegiance have "no 
religious significance," making 
it constitutional to require daily 
recitation in Illinois schools. 
(National Law Jounwl) 
PROBABLE CAUSE: 
Virginia's Court of Appeals 
ruled that a policeman had no 
right to stop a motorist upon 
receiving an unsubstantiated tip 
that the woman's license had 
been suspended. The officer 
did not ask how the tipster knew. 
(Virginill Lawyers Weekly) . 
AMENDMENT 2 BLOCKED: 
Denver's Judge Jeffrey Bayless 
granted an injunction stopping 
the Colorado Constitution's 
Amendment 2 from taking ef-
fect. The amendment, recently 
approved by 53 percent of the 
state's voters, bars state and lo-
cal govemmentsand courts from 
protecting gays, as a class, from 
discrimination. The judge said 
he was likely to find that the 
Amendment denies the equal 
protection guaranteed by the 
14th Amendmentto the Consti-
tution. (Washington Post). 
FERTILE, DEAD LAWYER: 
LosAngelesJudge Edward Ross 
ruled that the frozen sperm of 
lawyer William Kane who com-
mitted suicide. could be de-
stroyed at his heirs' request, even 
though Kane had contracted to 
give it to his girlfriend. Deborah 
Hecht. Ro - urged Hecht to 
appeal. eXlJlaining that Califor-
nia law had not kept pace with 
scientific progress. (National 
Ln~~· Journal). 
nUl' VICfB1S: In \1.Tongful 
death suits where the" ictim wa-
a twin, lawyers across the coun-
try are seeking greater damages 
for the surviving twin. Their 
basis for the claims are studies 
demonstrating a unique bond 
between twins not present 
among other family members. 
In some cases, greater dam-
ages are being sought for all 
surviving family members be-
cause the living twin is a con-
stant reminder of their loss. 
(Wall Street Journal) . 
NO DISCRIMINATION 
FOUND: A Baltimore circuit 
court judge has ruled that life 
insurance rates based on gender 
are not discriminatory. Hecited 
"immutable physical character-
istics" as the rationale for ruling 
the practice is an exception to 
antidiscrimination law. (Wall 
Street Journal). 
BIBLE BAN: A federal appeals 
court in Chicago has ruled that 
giving Bibles away in a public 
school is unconstitutional in vio-
lation of the First Amendment's 
ban on establishing a state reli-
gion. The district court had al-
lowed the practice under a free 
speech argument. The appeals 
court disagreed, saying that 
schools are not open forums. 
(Wall Street Journal). 
HOSPITALS LIABLE: Hospi-
tals have been held liable for 
physicians malpractice in recent 
rulings in over 20 tates. This is 
a change from the pa t when 
physicians were seen as inde-
pendent practitioners. Lawyers 
are advising hospitals to screen 
physicians more carefully before 
granting privileges. Also, hos-
pitals should shelter some of 
their assets in corporations that 
cannot be reached by plaintiffs. 
(Wall Street Jounwl). 
SECOND HAND SMOKE: The 
new EPA report detailing the 
dangers of passive smoke is ex-
pected to result in an increase in 
tobacco-related lawsuits. These 
suits are predicted to include 
not only claims against the to--
bacco companies but al 0 
against employers and public 
facilities that allow smoking. 
(H all Street Journal). 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
ALLEGED: A lawsuit has been 
filedagainstthe Federal Bureau 
of Alcohol Tobacco and fire-
arms alleging racial discrimina-
tion in hiring and promotion 
practices. Theplaintiffs, 1 ~ black 
agent claim that the written 
test f r promoti n i biased 
against blacks and that the Bu-
reau b routinely assigned blac . 
more danger u jobs with less 
pportunity £ r advancement. 
(Sew }"ork Times). 
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Christmas giving down for third straight year 
PAD's Toys for Tots donation drive "disappointing" 
By ANDREW SMITH 
The recession and the general lack of 
Christmas cheer which surrounds a law 
school at exam time apparently caught 
up with this year s Toys for Tots 
campaign, conducted by Phi Alpha Delta 
Dec. 2 and 3 in the Marshall-Wythe lobby. 
professors (alI butone) granted immunity 
from in-class questioning to those 
students who donated toys to the 
program. 
"disappointing." Dickinson founded 
Toys for Tots in 1990. He first contacted 
several social work organizations in the 
Williamsburg area and found that the 
Colonial Capital Kiwanis Club annually 
sponsors a campaign whereby toys are 
bought for cash at a discount. The toys 
are then distributed to needy families 
identified through the Aid to Dependent 
Children (ADC) program via a "Toy 
Store." The fami lies come to the store 
and are given toys based on their need as 
determined by ADC. 
Kiwanians, Dickinson believes that the 
program selVes a three-fold purpose for 
MarshalI-Wythe. 
Not only does it provide many smiles 
on Christmas morning, it also kicks off 
the Christmas season for law students 
and professors by letting them participate 
in the spirit of giving a little early and 
involves the law school in the outside 
community, letting the Kiwanians know 
that they have our support. 
Cindy Fuchs and Susan Curtis, two 
third-years student who managed the 
Toy for Tots campaign for PAD, 
reported that only about 90 toys were 
collected during the 1992 Chri tmas 
season, as compared to 165 toys collected 
the previous year and more than 250 toys 
collected in 1990. 
The poor response of the Marshall-
Wythe community was all the more 
perplexing given that according to Fuchs 
and Curti, an unprecedented number of 
While some grumbles were heard 
among students who felt that by the end 
of the semester professors had stopped 
calling on students anyway, Fuchs and 
Curtis view the immunity concept as 
merely a gimmick to provide publicity 
for the donation program. Fuchs and 
Curtis say the real motivation to give a 
toy is the needy child who awakes on 
Christmas morning to find something 
under the tree that wouldn ' t have 
otherwise been there. 
Bob Dickinson (3L), who managed 
the Toys for Tots program in 1990 and 
1991 , called this year' s results 
The Kiwanians generally spend more 
than $10,(XX)on the merchandise for their 
annual Toy Store. While the value of the 
toys donated by the law school 
community thisyearpales in comparison 
to the contribution made by the 
Fuchs and Curtis thank all the 
members of the Marshall-Wythe 
community who participated this season. 
Second-year Henry Lerner, who will 
manage the program for PAD in 1993, is 
looking forward to making next year's 
Toys for Tots campaign the most 
successful yet. 
BLSA throws B-Day 
party for MLK, J r; 
poetry & song featured 
By SHELLEY EVANS 
To commemorate the 64th 
birthday of Dr. Martin Luther 
King,Jr., the Black Law Student 
Association (BLSA) held an 
open mike and cake cutting 
celebration entitled " Living the 
Dream: Let Freedom Ring! . in 
the lawschoollobbyon Monday, 
Jan. 18. 
The group decorated the 
podium with kente cloth from 
South Africa, candles, balloon 
and an oversized birthday card. 
The ceremony celebrated Dr. 
King's life, wordsand,ofcourse, 
"the dream" which continues to 
live. 
significance of Dr. King's life 
and our lives as future leaders 
and current dreamers. Lisa 
Nicholson (3L) began the open 
mike session by reminding the 
audience that this was not a day 
for rest and trivolity but for 
study. She read portions of a 
poem by Sonia Sanchez entitled 
"Dear Martin, " letting Dr. King 
know " that the country still 
crowds (his) spirit" and that we 
are all aware of the fact that 
"these are still strange days.' 
This poem, written for Dr. 
King s 64th birthday, set the tone 
for the afternoon. Those who 
followed at the podium pokeof 
their wish for the fulfillment of 
Dr. King's prophecy. 
First year Shennan Toppin~"3s one of many students participating in 
the open mike program celebrating Martin Luther King Day. 
staff piwto 
Tracy Humphrey (3L), 
president of BLSA, began the 
afternoon with an explanation 
of the kente cloth colors. " Red 
is for the blood we shed and 
continue to shed, black is for 
our people and green is for the 
land. ' Many African-American 
students at the gathering donned 
the colors for the occasion. The 
singing of "Happy Birthday' 
followed, a did a distribution of 
black ribbons in memory of Dr. 
King. 
Rodney Arch~r (lL) offered 
a blessing. Everyone present 
was then asked to sign the 
birthday card for Dr. King. 
BLSA hopes that the card 
signing will become a tradition 
for Dr. King's birthday so that 
future students may reflect upon 
the card and add to it. 
The open mike allowed 
students and faculty to share 
their thou.ghts on t~e 
Many students read from Dr. 
King's most famous writings 
such as the "I Have A Dream" 
speech, wordswhichforetold his 
own death and funeral and 
"Letter From a Birmingham 
Jail.' A poignant moment 
occurred when students 
expanded on Dr. King's words 
and related the struggles of more 
than a decade ago to the trials of 
present day life in the " big 
picture" and in a very personal 
sense. 
Vanessa Peterson (lL) 
expressed bewilderment in the 
irony of the anniversary of the 
Gulf War falling on the same 
day as Dr. King's formal birth 
date. She read from Dr. King's 
thoughts on the war in Vietnam 
which applied quite well to the 
Gulf War and the crises in 
Bosnia and Somalia. 
Roe Walker, a Topeka Law 
School graduate and guest at 
the occasion, spoke about the 
dichotomy of having Dr. King's 
holiday here in Virginia shared 
with Generals Lee and Jackson. 
"They were men of war and Dr. 
King was a man of peace and 
God." 
Pamela Hampton (3L) noted 
that the racial tensions of today 
and the past have to do with 
respecting the differences 
between us and rejoicing in those 
differences. She also noted the 
need to " disagree without 
violence." 
Kerri Gilmore (1L) read an 
untitled poem from "If A Child 
Is Saved" by Marian Wright 
Edelman about the need to pray 
for children who are deprived of 
basic human needs such as food, 
love and any hope of a dream. 
As law students, Dr. King's 
struggles with the law and trying 
to change a racist society 
. ~ough la~. were w.e1~ noted. 
Joe Cartee (3L) read Dr. King's 
views on "two types of law, just 
and unjust." For Dr. King there 
was a simple difference. There 
was ' a moral responsibility to 
obey just laws and to disobey 
unjust laws." Fellow 3L Dave 
Dalke quoted Dr. King's views 
that an " injustice anywhere is a 
threat to justice everywhere." · 
The lesson learned, said Dalke, 
is to act. 
The Haitian refugee problem 
was deemed a violation of 
international law as well as 
morally reprehensible by 3L 
Cathy Clemens. Classmate 
Suzanne McGrath read the 
words of Thurgood Marshall 
concerning the Constitution 
with the reminder that the words 
''we the people" only referred 
to free people. 
The hope for the future 
which Dr. King epitomized in 
his life and work were in 
abundance. Andrew 
Richardson (lL) spoke of the 
"need to find leaders in ourselves 
to ensure that King's dreams 
stay alive." Fellow lL Sherman 
Toppin read from his own poem 
that Dr. King "ripped from 
prejudiced men what they 
withhold most, their pride ... 
but still they rejoice (and) call 
me power." 
Dave Whitted (2L) sang 
"Precious Lord" in a beautiful 
voice in Dr. King's memory and 
Bryan Bonner (3L) quoted from 
a speech entitled "Dare to 
Dream" reminding us that we 
are "molders, shapers of our 
destiny." The poem summed 
up the purpose of the day with a 
task for everyone: "If you can't 
fly, run ... (but) keep moving, 
keep dreaming." 
February is Black History 
Month. Preliminary plans 
include a repeat of last year's 
History of Black Music 
presentation. Details will be 
posted on the BlSA bulletin. 
board. 
I 
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Goldfish spared at 
PSF Sea & Ski bash 
By BOB DICKINSON 
Having never covered a party 
before, I had difficulty figuring 
out my angle--was this to be a 
news story or a review? Well, 
here's a news flash AND a cri-
tique: PSF's Sea and Ski fund 
raiser was a blast. Beer, volley-
ball, live goldfish and music all 
added up to a great way to spend 
a rainy Thursday night in 
Williamsburg. 
Feeling it was my journalis-
tic duty, I arrived early, around 
8:20 p.m. I enjoyed, with a FEW 
others, the band's sound check, 
including Chris Smith's rendi-
tionsofTracy Chapman's 'Talk-
ing 'Bout a Revolution" and the 
Marshall Tucker Band's "Heard 
I t In A Love Song," followed by 
the inevitable "Tool Kit Jam! 
Let's-get-these-damned-gui-
tars-tuned." 
By 9 p.m., there were about 
30people present, including the 
PSF volunteers and members of 
the band. Moral of the story: 
come around 9:30, that's when 
the band actually starts playing. 
About 170 snow and surf fans 
were in attendance before the 
evening was over. PSF board 
member Rob Church (3L) said 
approxima tely$ 1,000 was raised 
to fund stipends for law students 
working in public interest jobs 
this summer. 
Beach-ball volleyball (prob-
ably known as Beach-ball Jeop-
ardy to the goldfish who had a 
one-night gig swimming in bowls 
on each of the tables) was very 
popular. Very few guests came 
costumed as beach or ski bums. 
R uthie Litvin (lL) and her lover, 
Tim, won the costume contest. 
Ruthie was stunning in her po-
lar bear muffs and pink ski outfit 
worn over a pink bikini top. I 
really didn't "get" Tim's cos-
tume; I think he might have been 
part of Ruthie's costume. 
The highlight of the 
evening'sentertainmentwas the 
limbo contest: "How low can 
you go?" or in the case of your 
reporter, " I don't think so." 
However, there were many 
highly flexible andlorwelllubri-
cated law students who were 
willing to place their spines at 
risk. The winner was third-year 
student Cathy Clemens. 
Not to take anything away 
from Cathy, but she has an un-
fairedgein thelimbo--I'msorry, 
Cathy, I know you can't help it 
that you are altitudinally disad-
vantaged. This reporterbelieves 
there should be a men's divi-
sion, I would give honorable 
mentionstoJoe Somerville(3L) 
and Pete Hetzel (2L). 
The ultimate reason that ev-
eryone plunked down their ten 
bucks was the drawing for the 
Wintergreen ski trip, donated 
by Wintergreen Resorts, and the 
Bahamas vacation, donated in 
part by U-Travel. The final 
drawing, made from five final-
ists for each trip, got everyone's 
attention, especiaIIy the ten fi-
nalists. Winner of the Winter-
green trip was Margaret Lewis 
(2L); Margaret will be sharing 
the trip wi th Karen Castello (2L), 
who loaned her the money to 
buy the winning ticket. W·inner 
of the Bahamas trip was yours 
truly (see sidebar). 
Music was provided by Lynn 
and Her Toolkit. Third years 
Scott Browning on drums, Tim 
H ui on bass, Chuck Stoddard on 
lead guitar, and Chris Smith on 
rhythm guitar and vocals pro-
vided a solid back-up for Jead 
singer Lynn McHale, who can 
Cathy Clemons (3L) begins her award winning descent below the pole 
to claim this year's limbo championship. 
--stoff plwto 
really belt 'em out. My favorite also highlights. 
numbers were the old soul tunes, The only disappointment of 
"MustangSaUy" and "Respect." the evening was that not a single 
The fun1.]' "Light My Candle" goldfish was eaten. Credit for 
and the band's cover of the this incredible display of re-
do with all those goldfish, Rob? 
According to co-chair, Dave 
Dalke (3L), PSF provided fund-
ing for approximately 68 stu-
dents last summer. PSF's next 
danceable " Jimmy Olson's straint goes to animal rights ad- fundraiser, the Dinner-Date 
Blues" by the Spin Doctorswere vocate Church--what DID you Auction, will be held Feb. 25. 
Lynn McHale belts one out with support from her Law Review 
''Toolkil.'' 
-stoff plwto 
Reporter wins Bahamas trip 
When itwas announced that five finalists would bechosell 
with the winner being the survivor of a "showdown' drawing, 
my thought was "ju t draw the winner and be done with it." I 
felt a little differently when my name was drawn as one of the 
five. I wasn't the fourth runner-up, or third runner-up . .. this 
process definitely had my interest now. 
When I wasn't the second runner-up my heart started 
pounding and when I wasn't the first runner-up, I realized (in 
spite of the numerouscupsofgolden beverage I had consumed) 
that I was the winner. I vaguely remember taking a victory Jap 
around the ballroom, and grabbing a victory beer. 
I received the congratulations of fellow law students, and 
numerous offers to assist me in consuming this prize (from 
studentswho, knowing I was married also knew theywouldn't 
have to make good on their offers.) I was touched by the 
sincere offer of one of my classmates to take care of my kids 
while I was gone. (Thanks, Alisa. If you drank as many beers 
as I did, you can plead incapacity to contract). 
A bunch of drunken fools paid $10 each 10 pretend they were allhe 
beach in January. Fortunately, the money wenll0 a good cause. 
--stoff plwto See BAHAMAS, page 7 
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The Grad that Won't Go 
Will's excellent adventure at London's Inns of Court 
The process of becoming a 
Barrister in England is quite dif-
ferent than the process in 
America. In England, Barris-
ters are the only profession 
qualified to render legal opin-
ions and to practice in the courts. 
They do not have direct contact 
with clients as that role--along 
with the drafting of contracts, 
wills, and such--is reserved for 
solicitors. 
After three years of under-
graduate education, pro pective 
barristers take a bar course 
where they study Torts, Con-
tract Land law, Crirninallaw, 
Equity\Tru ts, and 
Constitutional\Administrative 
law. These six subjects are then 
evaluated in what i called a 
"Common Professional Exam" 
(CPE). After taking the CPE, 
barristers take a year long course 
at one of the four " Inns of 
Court, ' wltich culminates in the 
'·Bar Finals. Solicitors take 
what are known as Law Society 
finals at the end of their under-
graduate law classes which in-
volve the study of the six core 
subjects, as well as jurisprudence 
and the other more interesting 
subjects. 
Several of my friends here 
are rudying for their bar fina\ . 
REVISE, from page 3 
I'm finding the process very fa- at their Inn 24 times before fin- involve a waiter or servant dish- rister. At the conclusion of the 
miliar, as the course is nothing isJUng their course. I had the ing out various kinds of food pupillage, the luck)' apprentice 
more than a year of concen- pleasure of attending Lincoln's fromtrayswith a knife and spoon may be offered a position in 
trated Legal Skills. One case Inn for one of these "dining ins' used like chop sticks; however chambers. 
they were recently researching shortly after my visit to Oxford. at Lincoln's Inn, the tradition is Chambers are not firms, as 
involved a man who was beaten Lincoln's Inn Dining Hall is thatthetwopeopleatthecenter barristers are not permitted to 
about the head with a frozen a long, gothic hall built in Victo- of the table serve all the others. go into partnerships with other 
chicken by his wife. He subse- rian times with lots of wood pan- This etiquette can be quite im- barristers, but are really places 
quently died from other causes, elling and large portraits hang- portant on "Challenge Nights." where barristers congregate to 
and his estate wished to sue her ing over the assemblage. All On those nights, anyone may share administrative overhead 
fordamages. However, the law- the students are seated in their bring the head of the tables at- and the like. Every barrister is 
yer he had engaged prior to his gowns at the back of the hall. tention to any real or imagined practicallyrequiredtobeamem-
death had let the statute of lirni- Long benches are set up at the slightorbreachofetiquette. The ber of a chamber in order to get 
tations expire. At least half of half-way mark for practicing offender is then forced to drink work. 
the current third-years should barristers associated with the a glass of wine as punishment. Currently, about 1500 stu-
find this scenario familiar. Inn. Between the practitioners At the conclusion of the des- dentsarechasing750pupillages, 
The association of the Inn and the main door is the high sert, the porter raps loudly on so the job market is about as 
of Court has Historical prece- table where visiting law Lords-- the door, everyone stands for depressed here as it is in the 
dent running backto the middle equivalent to Supreme Court another invocation, and the States. I did hear a story which 
ages when Cambridge and Ox- judges--and other high muck)'- guests at the high table file out reaffirms my belief that it is best 
ford only taught Roman Law; mucks sit. to go to a nicer locale for coffee to treat the interviewers for pu-
and Lincoln's, Gray's, Middle At the time the dinner be- and port. The students remain pillages and firm jobs with mini-
Temple, and InnerTemple Inns gins, the porter raps very loudly for their own port and coffee. mal deference. 
were the only places one could on the main doorway, and ev- While thedinings-in have a cer- Onefellowknowntoa friend 
learn the common law. Cur- eryone stands as the high table tain social value in that one can ofrninewas interviewing before 
rently, the Inns provide a gath- guests are announced. As each meet other bar students, they six obese barristers for a pupil-
ering place for barristers, and guest is announced everyone have no educational valuewhat- lage at a set of chambers in Lon-
administer the teaching of the bows to them. At a second rap, soever. don. At the conclusion of the 
Bar Finals. gracewassaid,andthenwecould Afterthebarfinals,prospec- interview, they asked if he had 
Because the manners of the sit down to a delicious meal fea- tive barristers must find a pupil- any questions, whereupon he 
students were considered to be turing smoked . trout, min- lage. During the first six months responded "Yes, does one have 
too rough for barristers, the stu- estrone, and duck in orange of a pupillage, the pupil shad- to be fat in order to be success-
dents were required to dine at sauce, with lots of champagne, ows his pupil master, a practic- fu1 in this chambers'!" One of 
the Inns regularly in order to wine and the inevitable port to ing barrister. In the second six the interviewers responded "No, 
learn how to behave. Currently, wash it down. months, the pupil may get to but it helps. ' He got the pupi/-
baT students are TequiTed to dine Most tormal dinne!';; here handle a tew briefs tor the bar- \age. 
Murray was bilking millions of dollars 
from his clients, and no one turned him 
in. Callahan said that everyone witnessing 
a violation goes through 'mental 
gymnastics," but the provision in the 
Code takes some of the pressure off the 
wi mess when deciding whether or not to 
of the whole Code ' she said. Hardy with official notice of a Council adoption. The Committee will then vote 
noted that the clause may encourage investigation. But Sieger said forcing a ontheentirepackage, andninevoteswiII 
some to look the other way if they see witness into a confrontation may actually be required to submitthe proposal to the 
what they think might pe a violation, encourage looking the other way. Council. According to Brownlee, it is 
rather than investigate and thereby Because Levy had to leave the meeting within the Council's discretion to 
obligate themselves to report it. At the early, eleven votes were cast on this issue, consider the Committee's proposal. If 
end of the discussion, Brownlee cast the with seven Committee members voting eightofthe 14 Council members approve 
only vote to abolishing the provision. to make confrontation voluntary. the proposal, itwill then be submitted for 
The requirement of a personal Studcnt refcrendum would ultimatcly a student referendum, 
confrontation by the accuser prior to appn)Yc cbanges The nex.t meeting of the HonorSystem 
filing a report with the Council was also According to Brownlee, the Revision Committee is scheduled for 
debated at the meeting. Callahan pointed Committee will discuss and vote on each Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the Employer 
out that this clause gives the accused a of the proposed changes, with approval Lounge. The meetings are open to the 
chance to explain before being served by a imple majority required for public. 
tum someone in. 
McGlothlin noted that the Honor 
Code for the College contains a similar 
requirement. "This point is the essence 
BAHAMAS, from page 6 
After dancing with Heather Sue Ramsey to the strains of 
the Romantics "What I LJke About You," I rushed home. 
Actually, I drove home VERY CAREFULI;Y, not wanting 
to jeopardize my life before taking this trip. I couldn't wait 
until morning to give my wife, Vickie, the good news. 
I woke her none too subtly by blurting out "I won the trip 
to the Bahamas!" She first murmured "You did not." Her 
responses to mycontinued affirmations thatl had won included: 
"What have you been drinking?" "How much is it going to 
cost us?" 'I'll have to get on an airplane." and "It won't go to 
work (for me) in the morning." 
This last remark, repeated twice, gave me the impression 
that she wanted to go back to sleep. In her defense, Vickie 
never gets excited about a trip until the nanosecond before we 
leave. I guess it's one of those balancing things, because I get 
absolutely, hysterically thrilled. 
Thanks to the Public Service Fund and V-Travel, and to · 
the editors of theAmicus for assigning me to the story. WE 
BEJAMMIN! 
Escapefor-
• European Style Coffees • 
• Authentic Espresso Drinks • 
• Homemade Baked Goods • 
Williamsburg Crossing 
5251 John Tyler Highway 
(804) 229-9791 
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Clinton's inaugural: Passing the torch to a new generation 
By Greg Dale 
As George Herbert Walker Bush's helicopter lifted 
off from the Capitol, I was filled with a sense of relief 
and exhilaration. And yet, at the same time, there was 
a nagging doubt lingering in the depths of my psyche. 
Had we done the right thing by throwing aside the 
comfort and security of this experienced cold warrior? 
In a way, I felt like I was betraying a trusted older 
relative. Was it really fair (or safe) to throw him aside 
so easily? Can we really trust this brash young man from 
Arkansas who seems to think he can solve all our 
problems so easily? 
Some of you might point out that it is a little late in 
the game to be having second thoughts. The fact of the 
matter, though, is that these doubts have plagued me 
throughout the past year. Throughout the entire process, 
two realizations have helped me to resolve this inner 
turmoil and have fueled my hope for the future 
administration. 
My first realization had to do with Bill Clinton's 
character. I believe that the most important 
characteristic of any president is his or her integrity. 
Many have accused Clinton of being totally devoid of 
this particular attribute, but, oddly enough, it is the one 
thing which I think he has the most of. Throughout the 
campaign, he has been willing to stick to a principled 
defense of some of the most controversial issues facing 
this country-the improvement of race relations and the 
environment and the protection of homoSexual civil 
rights, to name just a few. It would have been easy to 
bury these issues after the Democratic Convention, and 
even easier after the election, but Clinton did not. 
Furthermore, he seems to have an honest appreciation 
of the economic danger we are in, and appears to be 
willing to make the compromises and sacrifices necessary 
to deal with that problem in a sincere manner. 
In short, Clinton seems willing to do what George 
Bush, for all his qualifications, ability, and experience, 
could (or would) not. He wants to tackle the tough 
issues head-on, rather than putting them aside to deal 
with things that are more within a president's control 
and which bring more instant gratification (and by this 
I mean, of course, foreign affairs). This willingness to 
face challenges is what, in my eyes, makes a president-
or anyone else, for that matter-a great leader. 
Of course, the cynical political animal within me 
often rears its ugly head and faces mewith the proposition 
that this apparent integrity could all be a delusion, an 
image cooked up by a room full of advisors and strategists 
who would say or do anything to put a Democrat back 
in the White House. If this is the case, though, were 
there not easier routes? Could they not have simply 
played on George Bush's unpopularity, made a few 
vague promises, wrapped themselves in the American 
flag, and run a few " It's Dawn in America" commercials 
with much the same effect? 
Bill Clinton's integrity led me to the second 
realization which has filled me with hope for the next 
administration. Clinton's willingness to take up the 
responsibilities left behind by George Bush and the 
Republicans is indicative of the need of our generation 
to take over the responsibilities of our parents. George 
Bush ~ a trusted older relative, but it is time that we 
begin to take up the burden offacing our own problems, 
rather than relying on our parents. We must move from 
the status of adolescents who depend on their elders for 
political solutions into our political adulthood. In order 
to do so, however, we must be willing to overcome our 
fear and embrace responsibility wholeheartedly. 
Clinton's inaugural address reflected and amplified 
my realizations. He thanked George Bush for his 
service, and then called the nation-and particularly our 
generation-to a life of service, responsibility, and 
sacrifice. How he follows up on his promises, and how 
we respond to his call, will define his character as a 
president and our character as a nation. 
The emotions which I felt as I watched George Bush 
leave the Capitol are the same emotions which come 
with the ending of any endeavor and the beginning of 
another. There is sadness and a sense of loss for that 
which is past, marked by a feeling of lost potential. 
There is also a fear of the responsibility which is to 
follow. With the shouldering of that responsibility, 
however, there also comes a feeling of optimism and 
energy, a confidence in ourselves and in our capability 
to achieve and overcome. Bill Clinton seemed to 
embody these emotions as he stood on the platform in 
front of the Capitol, and they are the ones I am left with-
fear for the future, but confidence in our capability of 
handling whatever c,omes our way. 
ClintoIl won't differ lTIuch frolTI his GOP predecessors 
By Ben Landon 
This year's peaceful transition of Executive power 
from the outgoing BushAdministration to the incoming 
Cl inton Administration marks a quadrennial 
reaffirmation of America's founding principles. Few 
nations can boast an unbroken chain of such successions 
over the past two centuries. This ritual is a source of 
optimism and hope to Americans, all of whom certainly 
wish nothing but the best for the country and for the 
incoming Executive. We all hope that W illianlJ efferson 
Blythe Clinton will solve the problems besetting 
America, such as the bloated federal budget deficit, a 
cycle of poverty, and an ever increasing tax burden 
concurrent with a decrease in government services. 
Last November may appear to be a repudiation of 
the approach taken by the Reagan and Bush 
Administrations to these problems during the 1980's, 
but closer analysis reveals that this is not the case. Mr. 
Clinton becomes the first Democrat elected to the 
White House since 1976, but he won his victory by 
running significantly to the right of his party's other 
recent candidates. Nobody can doubt that Bill Clinton 
the candidate was much more conservative either than 
Walter Mondale or Michael Dukakis, both of whom 
lost their presidential bids by landslides. 
A major part of candidate Clinton's platform was a 
fifty percent reduction of the federal budget deficit 
within four years. To be consistent with Mr. Clinton's 
promise not to increase the middle class tax burden, this 
necessarily will require a reduction in government 
spending, and it is the first step toward a promised 
balanced budget. Smaller government, lower taxes, 
and a balanced budget traditionally are 211 conservative 
and Republican goals. 
Mr. Clinton also promised reform of the welfare 
system, another traditionally conservative and 
Republican cause advocated by Presidents Reagan and 
Bush. Mr. Clinton promised to transform the system to 
require all Americans recei",ing government assistance 
to engage in social Iy productive activity as a prerequisite 
to continued enjoyment of public largess. Americans 
demand such action because they know that only a 
welfare system with such requirements will break the 
cycle of poverty afflicting some in our society. Thus, 
Mr. Clinton's proposed transformation even follows 
traditionally conservative and Republican contours. 
Perhaps the most important promise made by Mr. 
Clinton during the campaign was to hold the line on 
taxes for the middle class. He promised not only that 
there would be no increase in the tax burden for middle 
income Americans; but also that there would be a 
middle class tax cut! What promise could be more 
conservative and Republican both in nature and in 
form? Whocanforgetthatthe 1981 taxcutwas a major 
part of Reaganomics? In fact, one major reason for 
President Bush's failed reelection bid was anger among 
Republic-ans and conservatives over the 1990 budget 
deal containing a large tax increase and violating his 
"no new taxes" promise. 
Thus, candidate Clinton, the reformer proposing 
traditionally conservative and Republican solutions to 
America's problems, made an end run around the right 
of President Bush, who was inextricably tethered to the 
status quo. Interestinglyenough, both President Reagan 
and President Bush called for the aforementioned 
programs during their tenures in the White House, but 
both were unable to achieve them due to recalcitrance 
in the Legislative Branch. One can only hope that Mr. 
Clinton is better able to rein in Legislative excess. 
Perhaps only Bill Clinton, a loyal Democrat, can curb 
Congressional follies in the same sense that only Richard 
Nixon, an ardent anti-Communist, could go to China. 
Mr. Clinton clearly has earned the opportunity to 
try his hand at solving America's problems by virtue of 
his election by the People of the United States in 
consideration of his promise to make changes both in 
the government and in the government's method of 
operation. Nevertheless, some reasons for skepticism 
already have surfaced. For example, his promise not to 
conduct "politics as usual" is belied by his embracing 
lawyer-lobbyists Vernon Jordan, Ron Brown, and 
Mickey Kantor. Moreover his promised emphasis on 
ethics is belied by his appointment of an admitted Jaw 
breaker, Zoe Baird, to be Attorney General of the 
United States. 
William Jefferson Blythe Clinton assumes the reins 
of Executive power during a time of turmoil and 
opportunity both in the United States and worldwide. 
An Executive elected primarily to administer domestic 
matters faces crises in Eastern Europe, Africa, and the 
Middle East which will divert his attention from the 
domestic agenda. Now, more than ever, one can only 
hope for the sake oj[ the United States and the world 
that Mr. Clinton's presidency succeeds. Nevertheless, 
If Mr. Clinton fails to live up to the expectations he 
created or if he faiBs to implement the conservative 
proposals which secured his victory last November, his 
will be a one term Administration, just as was his 
predecessor's. 
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Legal Ethics: Marshall-Wythe's award winning oxymoron 
defines ethics as: SIONAL RULES (i.e. MR X-
XXX). This is all that's on the 
test. Really. It'smultiplechoice. 
was finally disbarred, on his fifth 
trip before the Virginia State 
Bar. 
rooted notion that free and 
heated discourse is the best 
method to ascertain truth lead 
me to suggest that either the 
subjects of " right" and "wrong" 
and "morality" and "character" 
be returned to the seminal posi-
tion of a course on ethics or tha t, 
in the alternative, this course be 
renamed "Professional Rules 
And What You Need to Get 
By John A.W. Lohmann 
Hey Second-years! (or 2L s 
if you feel more comfortable 
with that, but for me the "L" 
thing is a bit too cultist, almost 
like I'm buying the load that 
they're selling us). Welcome to 
the second half of your law 
school career! 
, Of or relating to moral 
action, conduct, motive or 
character; as, ethical emotion; 
also, treating of moral feelings, 
duties or conduct· containing 
precepts of morality; moral. 
Professionally right or befitting; 
conforming to professional 
standards of conduct (cite 
omitted). 
3) Skip #1 if attendance is 
not mandatory. #1 is virtually 
worthless and likely early in the 
morning. The Gurus know this 
though and therefore they 
usually make attendance 
mandatory. 
In the "Ethics' course there 
is not a philosophical debate of 
right and wrong. You will not 
hear of a "Judeo-Christian" 
ethic, or discuss a John Stuart 
Mills sort of utilitarianism. You 
will touch the periphery of a 
certain humanism, but would 
never come close to any mention 
of the possibility of a "moral 
imperative". (Didyouknowthat 
Cicero believed that justice and 
concord among people would 
be impossible without God? 
WacJ...)' stuff). The stuff of 
philosophical ethics, morality 
and character are left at the doors 
of the smoke-filled vestibule. 
Yep, you 've reached that 
point of no return. The loans 
are signed for, there's only three 
more semesters left, and Hell, 
where would you go in our 
economy anyway? 
You'd bet that the Ethics 
course at Marshall-Wythe has 
something to do with that 
definition. It does, but only the 
last phrase. " Professional 
standards of conduct." That's 
it. That's all they teach. So a 
few pointers for the class from 
someone who's been there: 
No, stop laughing. They 
really do test " Ethics" by 
multiple choice. Aren't all your 
moral dilemmas and issues black 
& white, yes & no? 
By." 
Welcome also to the 
semester where the Gurus will 
teach you "ethics". (Does the 
phrase "honor among thieves" 
come to anybody else's mind, or 
is that just me?). Let go of those 
old rusty notions of what ethics 
are. Forget that your old trusty 
Black's Law Dictionary (C'mon 
you bought it too, we all do if 
nobody tells us better) on p. 553 
1) Go to the classes and listen 
to the little amusing stories told 
by the professors. Please note 
that these stories will only 
peripherally touch the subject 
of ethics and have even less to 
do with the exam. 
2) READ THE PROFES-
In a more serious vein, I do 
poke fun at the "Ethics" course, 
primarily because it has so little 
to do with ethics. I respect that 
the faculty has made the 
commitment to start somewhere 
on this issue. 
I am of the opinion, 
however, that they have hit the 
tree and missed the target. Ours 
is a polluted profession. One 
need only look a few miles south 
to find the greatest criminal of 
the U.S. Jegal system. His son 
I am certainly not suggesting 
that my Christianethicbeforced 
upon anyone, as much asI would 
like the Secular Humanists to 
respect my beliefs. My greek-
rooted notion that the purpose 
of education is to make good 
people and my enJightenment-
"You can't teach ethics here 
because you don't believe there 
are moral laws. But there are 
moral laws just as certain as 
there are physical laws. We are 
simply unwilling to admit it 
because it interferes with our 
desire to do whatever we please, 
and doing what we please has 
become the supreme virtue of 
our society. Places like Harvard, 
indeed Harvard of all 
institutions, propagate these 
kinds of values." 
--Charles Colson, from a 
speech made to the Harvard 
Business School. 
It's a MAD World 
Grading personalities: Do you know what type you are? 
By M.A. DONALD 
Welcome back wayfaring Wythians. 
Tis no longer the season to be jolly or 
anything of the sort. Instead, our atten tion 
turns once more to those faultless 
barometers of our personal worth with 
which we are confronted from time to 
time. I refer of course to the bubbly 
grafitto which defaces the Wailing Wall 
in the wake of that ingular law school 
experience: exam. 
Beware, first years! The 
undifferentiated praise showered upon 
you from on high, as a result of your 
admission to, and valid checks written in 
favor of, thi esteemed in titution, will 
no longer be forthcoming. The forces of 
insecurity will walk among you. Some 
will dream of beautiful black spheres, 
perhaps even black pearls, the rarest of 
treasures , w hich floa t li stl essly, 
mercifully, upwardly, from right to left; 
captured a t that in tant ju t before 
bursting the surface. 
Others will have nightmares, of sullen 
black o rbs of pre-hi toric iron, sinking 
hatefully, suffocatingly, rightward, like 
dense anchors, or of the fatal 'Black 
Spar" of Pira te lo re. Both vi ion engaged 
in a dance with an assortment of po itive 
or negative co-particles, orbiting like 
electron nearby. U nity no longer. 
.. on ense!' you cry, "We are one, 
bound by the unspeakable, ritualistic 
horrors of future interests, forged in the 
furnaces (library) of inquiry, raked by the 
dying vestiges of the Socratic method. 
United we stand!" Welcome to graded 
life I say. 
The effect of law school grades on 
fellow students has always fascinated me. 
Here by way of reflection, warning and 
anecd o te , are some of the more 
interesting interplays observed. Any 
similarity to persons living or dead .. . 
well, don't take it personally. 
Theaoooying number people: Under 
our new ranking system, these are the 
vocal few among those who receive 
numerical rankings at the top of the class 
that want to be sure that you know it. 
Annoying practices include asking, at 
the seminar to explain registration for 
second-year classes fo r 1Ls (midway 
through second semester), "Should I 
register for law review now?" This person 
can also be een smiling mugly while 
printing resumes in the computer center, 
and leaving them lying around. 
The resume pumpers: These people 
want jobs, need jobs, MUST HAVE 
JOBS! They are pessimists often in the 
top halfof the class, who insist beyond all 
logic that they are failures, and will not 
be hired unless they make up for their 
grades by ZEALOUSLY searching for a 
job. There are two types, the first pumps 
up the contents of his resume; signing 
onto obscure journals (and lamely trying 
to make them seem " selective" 
afterward), and chairing bizarre 
organizations such as William & Mary 
Law Students for the Ethical Treatment 
of Winged Insects. These people 
perpetuate the ridiculous and false 
recruiting phrase, "Looks great on your 
resume! ' 
The other type floods the market with 
resumes, many hundreds of resumes. 
Like an annoying child who feels he can 
win the basketball game by shooting every 
time he gets the ball, this person will drop 
a resume for every interviewer, group 
mailing, or other person who will give 
them money. 
These are the people who tum the job 
search into a game instead of the serious 
affair it should be. Resumes are affairs of 
inflated puffery; th e o n-campu s 
interviewing process becomes a war of 
attrition, and endurance. 
The disappearing people: These are 
people who look at their grades, and 
realize there is much more to life than 
the singular pursuit of law chool 
achievement. This is often brought about 
by the achievement of grades completely 
out-of-whackwith the effort made; slaves 
who do poorly, slackers who book. They 
frequently go on to be happy, and have 
careers in law. They are seldom seen in 
the law school building. 
The reverse achievers: These are 
frequently grade-ons to Law Review, who 
have discovered that they no longer care. 
Often the result of fruitless job searches, 
and cynical personalities. This form of 
apathy cannot be faked. Seek the 
company of these people when you want 
to avoid studying. 
The certified: These are the minority 
of students who book a class and then 
bring the certificate to school. Worse 
than a number person, shoot on sight. 
The Maniac: This person simply 
refuses to believe that law school grades 
are not inherently tied to the past, present, 
and future of his or her entire existence. 
This sort becomes hostile to professors 
who give them non-pointed grades, 
avowing to never again take one of their 
classes. This poisonous person actually 
believes that grades reflect knowledge, 
effort and aptitude. No performance 
will satisfy this person, no number of job 
offers quells the insecuri ty. Very rare. 
Things to remember: More than half 
the lawyers in practice p ro bably 
graduated in the lower half of their class, 
since all the people at the top are busy 
being judges and law school professors. 
Your college grades, so important for 
so long, are now meaningless; soon 
enough your law school grades won't be 
worth the paper they are written on. Oh 
yeah, "H appy job hunting!" 
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Ask Anita Libido 
Dear Anita, the mail. (Confuse your 
creditors.) 
Trials & Tribulations 
I've tried and tried, but [just 
can't seem to get from my 
reading assignments what the 
professor seems to think is 
important. [think that what is 
really confusing me is that in 
the middle of a very important 
point, a judge will for no 
apparent reason slip into the 
Latin form. When I can't 
understand the words, I lose the 
gist of the argument as well. I 
was never good with Latin. Can 
you help? 
--Latin Illiterate 
Dear Sans Clue, 
3. Amicule, deliciae, num is 
sum qui mentiar tibi: Baby, 
sweetheart, would I lie to you? 
(The uses for this phrase staggers 
the mind.) 
4. Tractatome in Germania 
doctus est: Was you massuer 
trained in Gern1any? (You never 
know when this may come in 
handy.) 
5. Elvem ipsum etiam vivere: 
Elvis is still alive. (Just slip that 
into an argument anytime; it's 
always relevant.) 
Dear Miss Libido, 
I went out "ith this guy a 
couple of times and now he 
constantly keeps hounding me. 
I don't want to hurt his feelings, 
but, quite honestly, I'd rather 
eat dirt than see him again. How 
do I let him dO"TI easy and keep 
this from happening again? 
--Helpless 
Dear Heartless, 
1:. 1.oIOV'-O ~ ~ , .... m\. ~ 0",,, \) €to..a:. 
of l"'c.jI.",,~a> P~,bl~''J ) "fl.LM ffil5 
/ . (.k.J e~... W Ao.I Ex"""' ... . A 
p,s?l..C<X\o..) o!;? '!\IE ,~ E'A ~ ~ 
)1t'1.oP<i!J~""- SI'-I~I..""l D,O:-P..,jl:'j 
rJ'" .... "~ pOi ~ (rl2.M)e3." 
~-""" ~.~ \.J~._ . ~ ~ar.,.J ~ 
~00<L~ ~ ~e. ci! 1~"E'~ ." ,,.J 
""'Ii ....,~ 0/'- ATOO ......... ... ro ..... 1" 
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By J ash Sacks 
You have forgotten the 
secret to understanding any 
language better. Youmustmake 
Latin fun. "That's an 
oxymoron," you say. Well, not 
really. Latin will come easier to 
you if you relate the language to 
things of importance to you. 
Instead of treading through what 
those judicial opinions make of 
Latin, start using the language 
in your own arguments and 
conversations. Here are a few 
of my favorites. 
1. Res Ipsa Loquitur: The 
thing speaks for itself. (You can 
use that almost anywhere.) 
2 . Perscriptio in manibus 
tabel1ariorum: The check is in 
I am surprised at you. Any 
woman worth her salt knows how 
to dump a guy while making him 
feel good about it. Just say that 
you are such good friends that 
you are scared a relationship 
might ruin that. He' ll eat it up. 
Still, he might want to hang 
around and actually try to be 
friendly--you must avoid that. If 
you want to confuse him away, 
explain, "you've changed." He'll 
feel it's all his fault. You can 
scare him away. Suddenly, 
without warning, squeeze him 
tight and say, "Iloveyou." He'll 
be on the next bus to Reno. If 
you can stand a few more dates, 
spend him away (expensive 
dinners, demand for flowers, 
etc.). No man wants a high-
maintenance woman. Finall) , 
you can take him to craft shows, 
foreign films, shopping and bore 
him away. As for not attracting 
thUs type again, well you never 
can tell. Dating is like throwing 
dice. A good start, however, 
may be to go and erase your 
name and numberoffthewall in 
the men's bathroom (upstairs 
library, second stall). 
=~~~~e~W============= 
By BILL MADIGAN 
GETIING A PIZZA THE ACfION: 
James "Scott" Hooper, a student at 
Oklahoma State University, had his 
lawsuit against Pizza Shuttle tossed out 
by a Stillwater, Okla. court. 
He had sued for $7 because his pizza, 
of which he mistakenly ate part , 
contained the wrong toppings. Hooper 
said he turned down an out-of-court 
settlement of a $4-off coupon. (Daily 
Press). 
SOME PEOPLE LIKE TO CALL 
THEM DOG MEETINGS, BUT WE 
PREFER CANINE VISITATION: A 
judge in a St. Louis divorce case has 
awarded one dog to each partner, but 
wants to make sure it doesn't upset them 
. . . the dogs, that is. 
Under an order handed down this 
week by Associate Circuit Judge Dennis 
J. Quillin, the dogs will meet on Sunday 
morning at a parking lot for an eight-
hour get-together. 
The next day, they"ll visit a veterinar-
ian for a check.lIp and a detern1ination of 
the emotional effects of their separation. 
(Daily Press). 
SELMA AND KRUSTY BETTER 
WATCH THEIR BACKS: Now that Bill 
Clintonisin the White House, wecan ask 
a question that Gin ton surelywould have 
evaded on the campaign trail: Will Side-
sh Bob get out of jail on "The 
Simpsons?" 
Sideshow Bob, the golden-throated, 
Shakespeare-steeped thespian who was 
Krusty the Clown's durable sidekick un-
til he was jailed after trying to frame 
everyone's favorite entertainer was again 
hauled off to the slammer in an episode 
last April after he tried to bump off Bart's 
Aunt Selma. 
But as he shuffled off in hand-cuffed 
ignominy, Sideshow Bob declaimed an 
exit line that brimmed with foreshadow-
ing. 'Til be back. You can't keep the 
Democrats out of the White House for-
ever," he shouted defiantly. "And when 
they get in, I'm back on the streets, with 
all my criminal buddies! " (Knight-
Ridder). 
PEPSI AND PORNO: At the new no-
alcohol teen club in Eugene, Ore. kids 
can still enjoy Champagne. She's one of 
the topless dancers at Lollipops a strip 
joint for minors. 
"Lots of the kids come in to play 
pool," owner Rick Geoffrey said. "They 
don't even watch the girls.' Weekend 
crowds of several hundred pack the club, 
paying a $5 cover and a $5 soft-drink 
minimum. Explains one high-schooler, 
"Other than this place, there is abso-
lutely- nothing to do here at night." (Daily 
Press). 
W1TH ANY FLESH NECESSARY: The 
entire, all- lack cast of the porn flick 
"Malcolm XXX" has walked off the set 
complaining that the script treats the 
civil rights leader " too glibly." A rewrite 
is in the works. (Daily Press). 
AT LEAST SHE DIDN'T GET AR-
RESTED FOR HITCHHIKING: The 
body of an elderlywoman, wrapped care-
fully in a blanket, was left beside a road in 
Petersburg accompanied by a note say-
ing that nobody could afford the funeral 
costs. 
"We came home last night and found 
her deceased," the note said. "We can't 
afford to bury her and don't want the 
responsibility." The note said that the 
woman was 8 years old and that her 
name was Wilma. but did not provide a 
last name. 
"I don t think these people were be-
ing malicious," Lt. William C. Rohde 
said. "They were just a little misguided. 
They didn' t just dump her. They had 
carefully wrapped her and placed her 
where she would be found." (Wash ing-
ton Post). 
DRIVING LIKE MISS DAISY: SjTa-
cuse, .Y .. police say that the only rea-
son they caught suspected robber Philip 
Whaley, Sr., was that during a 30-minute 
car chase through the city Whaley main-
tained a speed of 50 mph and used the 
indicators whenever he made a turn . 
(Trial). 
BIRTHDAY BOOBY TRAP: Marta 
Jenkins of Brisbane Australia, said she 
was unaware of her husband's medical 
condition when she hired a stripper for 
his 70th birthday. 
After Mr. Jenkins dropped dead in 
front of the stripper, hi doctor said he 
had warned Mrs. Jenkins "that a shock of 
even mild proportions could kill her hus-
band." Jenkins, soleheirtoherhusband's 
$5 million fortune, has been criminally 
charged in connection with his death. 
(Trial). 
THE CRIPS AND THE HOLSTEINS: 
Ten cows have been killed in the last 
week in Clay County, Mo., where cattle 
rustling remain a hanging offense. " It's 
not a satanic thing or a cattle-rustling 
gang," Detective Sgt. Ron Nicola said . 
"It's drive-by cow hooting.' (H ashing-
ton Post) . 
ALL FOR LO\'E: A 10-year-old orth 
Carolina boy who brandished a.3 -cali-
ber revolver at a clerk and security guard 
while stealing valentines was held in ju-
veniledetention hall last February. Store 
employees recognized the gunboy and 
his -year-old brother and called police. 
The boys were apprehended in their 
grandparent's home while addressing 
Hulk, Batman and Spider-Man valen-
tines to theirclassmatesatS. Ray Lowder 
Elementary School. (Student La .... yer). 
I d hate to see what they're planning for 
.A.rbor Day. 
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by Bob Dickinson 
A young lawyer's guide to Holiday Season practic'e 
II 
By DAVID ZIEMER yelled at me, "this piece of paper saying only thing with any monetary value. debtors came home and found their 
MidwesternCoITespondent I've got ajudgment isn't good for anything At every house, the deputy asked the presents gone. They'd call me up and 
You know that Clint Eastwood butwipingmyass!" I assured him I knew same thing: "Do you want the Christmas swear at me and threaten to kill me and 
spaghetti western where Clint makes exactly what I was doing, and that he presents, too?" At every house, I would generally carryon terribly. There are few 
everybody in town paint everything red? would be receiving money by Christmas. reply, "Especially the Christmas - things in this world more enjoyable than 
The priest protests, saying Clint can't Still he objected, demanding to know presents." "Won't be a very merry listening to a grown man cry about how 
mean the church too. Clint replies, what was so damn important about Christmas here," the deputy would say. his kids won't be getting any toys for 
"Especially the church." "The town will Christmas and insisting I bring him money "Nope," I would agree. Christmas this year. Especiallywhen the 
look like Hell," one man remarks. that week. Eventually, I managed to I loaded up a big van with the cash you got for trading in his kids' 
"Yeah," Clint replies. convince him, and my other clients, that Christmas presents and went down to the presents is sitting in your pocket, burning 
In my opinion, the movie should be they must forbear until Christmas. It shopping mall. It was filled with people a big fucking hole. "Oh, yes," I would 
required Viewing in the Lega\ Skins would be worth the wait, I promised. spending money and the sounds of reply before hanging up, "have a very 
program. Furthermore, attorneys should "Soon it will be Christmas day," I sang. horribly orchestrated Christmas songs merry Christmas and a happy N ew Year." 
~et CLEcredit forseein~ the movie again The week before Christmas came. 1 about peace on earth and goodwill to Later, as 1 was explaining to a fellow 
every December. Noworkofart,norany wentdowntoseethesheriffwithafistful men. Carrying around all those fine patron at my local tavern why I love 
formal educational tool, can better of writs of execution. The sheriff loaned presents, I felt like Santa Claus coming Christmas so much, I was amazed to find 
prepare an attorney for the practice of me a deputy, and we went from house to to town. The difference, of course, was her becoming horribly upset. She called 
law in December. Another viewing will house, gathering whatever I decided 1 that I wasn't going to give them away to me names like Scrooge and Grinch and 
also offset the barrage of humbug that wanted: cars, stereos, TVs, etc. good little children. Iwasgoingtoreturn Mr. Potter and Burghermeister 
inundates, and can easily overcome, an . I must say, taking someone's stereo a them for cash, and pocket one-third of Meisterburger. 
attorney's senses at holiday time. few days before Christmas is a lovely way the value of every one of those lovely When I informed her that the liquor 
I had some clients annoying me early to give new meaning to the phrase "Silent presents I took from a debtor's home. she was enjoying just happened to have 
in the month. I had obtained judgments Night." The deputy let me take anything It's a wonderful life. 
for them, but had done nothing to collect I wanted except drugs. Unfortunately, in But that wasn't the best part. The See X-MAS JOLLIES, page 12 
on them. "I want money," one of them a couple of the houses, the dope was the best part, 1 knew, would come when the 
Collect them all! This week: Fashion Plates of Marshall-Wythe! 
More clip tn' save Marshall-Wythe tradin 
-1iF~~==--_ 
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X-MAS JOLLIES, from page 11 
been purchased with the money I had 
gotten for some little Who's doll, she 
became particularly indignant. She 
wouldn't even finish the rest of her drink. 
"I don't want to drink anytlting made 
with the bloodofalittlechild!" she cried. 
Her sentimental hogwash upset me 
so, I actually left and went to a different 
tavern. It was a more expensive one, too. 
Fortunately, I had plenty of silver and 
gold, it being Christmastime in the city. 
About the only drawback to Christmas 
in Milwaukee is that judges won't order 
any evictions that week. Of course, that 
means the two biggest times for evictions 
are the weeks before and after Christmas 
week. I brought a §1983 action against 
the county, alleging unconstitutional 
establishment of religion, but I lost. 
Next year I'm going to try arguing 
that the "no evictions" policy violates the 
takings clause. If I win that one, I really 
will be the best lawyer since Darrow, and 
not just a nice(?) man with a beard. 
The average W &M student 
consumes two drinks a week. 
The Amicus thinks we 
can do better than 
that. 
The Adventures of Juan & Carlos Beethoven's 
a cafe-deli 
January' 20, 1993: 
Somewhere off the Florida Keys ... 
Ie Df>.. '{ ~ WE- HP-.l:> 10 L.E.AVE To bA. Y ~ 
'BECAtASE.. /oPA ~ \~ -rn £. "PA'{ . , . 
D~ 11iE.1)~y ZoE 
~\IZD 6E c.ofV\E: S 
~1I0R/'JE'< GEN~~L ~ 
VE: R.LA.V r A-.tJ ) 
I-\P..~'lr: ~k\ _, , 
"I--r'S ~LL I\\£. 
.s~e: To 
iSlG ~\1-- L ! w.. ......... 
By John Lohmann 
featuring 
Reubens, Sailors, Beethoven, 
Mozart, Corned Beef, & 
Pastrami. 
Also N.Y. Cheesecake, 
Homemade Soups and 
Lasagna. OUf Famous 
French Onion Soup Au 
Gratin ( nightly) 
loin us and relax with 
good food in a pleasant 
classical music atmosphere. 
467 Merrimac TraiJ (Rt. 143) 
open 11 a.m. Sundays noon 
229-7069 
Now featuring a daily 
special for William 
and Mary Students 
with current I.D. 
r---:i:;----t r---~a:;i;----l r---~e7s;----l r---;::----l 
I M-W's premier I Laurie never lets her, The self appointed Inspired byherrecent I 
I fashion model, Missy has Ilaw school work keep her I Queen of Fashion Dos and Texas Two-Step lessons, I 
I graced the cover of Portfolio I away from the local Tan-O- I Don'ts, Betsy established her Serena sports this stunning I 
I magazine as well as the drum I Rama. "Just because I'm Ifamous credo at the country-western motif. I 
I kits of several law school I stuck spending my winters in I beginning offirstyear: "Just She is keenly aware I 
I bands. I Williamsburg, doesn't mean Isay no to evening wear in of the importance of I 
I But Missy has higher II have to look like I do." I class.' maintaining one 's I 
I aspirations. "After I make I Laurie notes that a I Although you would appearance through various I 
: senior partner at King & : perpetual tan is necessary to : never catch Betsy in a fashion stages of intoxication. "NO: 
I Spalding, I will totally recreate I showcase her numerous ,faux pas} she admits that her matter how much I drink, I 
,the ',corporate look' for I pieces of gold jewelry. Ifondness for. bovine prints you'll never see an unsightly I 
I American women. I I may sometimes create beer stain on my Anne Klein I 
I I I problems. II's." I 
I I I I 
._---------_ ... _---------_ ... _---------_ ... _---------_ .. 
News Briefs 
SBA to Investigate Changes in Exam Policy 
TheSBA will hold its first meeting of the semester on Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 7:00 
p.m. in Room 124, according to SBA President, Joe Cartee. 
One project on the SBA's agenda for this semester, according to Cartee, is the 
investigation of possible changes in examination scheduling, including the possibility 
that exam schedules might be released prior to registration. Cartee said the SBA will 
be "gathering opinions, and pursuing possible changes" in the current policy, which 
was the focus of an article in the last issue of the AmiClLs. 
Other projects will include the distribution of and tabulation of a course and 
faculty evaluation; the establishment of a committee to formulate and recommend 
changes in placement procedures; and a review of last semester's student survey 
results with administration officials. 
The SBA social calendar will include the Barristers Ball, scheduled for February, 
and the consideration of a Happy Hour suggestion which received wide support in 
last semester's survey. 
Plans for a Law School or All-Grad softball tournament will also be finalized. 
--Doug Miller 
It's an "Achy Breaky" Grad Thing; Mark Your Calendar 
Pull out your cowboy boots and belt buckles this Saturday night, Jan. 30, because 
the Grad Thing has gone country western! The SBA will sponsor this week's Grad 
Thing at the Grand Ballroom in the Student Center from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. The shindig 
will feature a live band playing current country western music--as well as a little 
classic rock for you city slickers--and country line dance instruction will be provided 
at no extra charge. Further information will be posted. 
BARRISTERS BALL HAS BEEN MOVED TO SA TURDA Y, MARCH 20. 
The SBA apologizes for the late change, but it was the only date open at the Lodge. 
Watch the SBA bulletin board for details. 
--Tammy Moss 
Applications sought for Moot Court Board 
The current Moot Court Board is now accepting applications for the 1993-94 
M oot Court Board. Moot Court Bar membership is not a requirement-an interested 
second years are strongly encouraged to apply. Applicants should submit a resume 
and statement of interest in Chief Justice Tim Kirtner's (3L) hanging file no later 
than Tuesday, Jan. 26. 
The personal statement should explain the writer's reason for seeking a board 
position and express any interest in a specific board position. Interested 2Ls are 
encouraged to approach any current board member with questions. See the Moot 
Court bulletin board for details. 
Meeting of the Minds to Bash Bush 
Sign up now for this month's Meetingofthe Minds. This month's meeting is titled 
"Tempest in an Envelope;" An Insider's Look at President Bush's War Against 
Independent Agencies. The discussion will focus on former President Bush's recent 
attempt to eliminate the independent litigating authority of the U.S. Postal Service. 
In the last month of his presidency, Bush directed Postal Governors to cease 
independent litigation or face removal. Professor Neal Devins served as advisor the 
Postal Service as they successfully obtained an injunction against the President and 
judicial authorization for litigation. Professor Devins will host the meeting at his 
house on Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. Pizza and beer are on the menu. 
Muscarelle Hosts Cool Stuff 
The Muscarelle Museum of Art invites the public to attend two special events 
during the month of Februal)'. The Council of the Muscarelle Museum of Art will 
sponsor the fourth annual Winter Tea on Sunday, Feb. 14, from 3 to 5 p.m. To attend 
this popular occasion, tickets are required. The cost is $5 per person, $2 for students. 
The Museum will close to the public for this special event. 
A special concert will be presented by the Williamsburg Symphonia Chamber 
Players to compliment the exhibition A Golden Age of Painting which includes 
Dutch, Flemish and German old master paintings of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. TheconcertwillbeheldonTuesday,Feb.16,at8p.m. It will feature music 
of the period and will be performed in the Museum's Sheridan gallery. Admission 
will be by ticket which can be purchased in advance at the Museum or at the door. 
The cost is $3 per person, $2 for Museum members and students. Seating is limited. 
The Muscarelle Museum of Art is located on the main campus, next to Phi Beta 
Kappa Hall. For more information on special events and exhIbitions, caJI221-2700. 
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Calling All Volunteers! 
The Tercentenary Office needs your help. The Office is organizing volunteers 
into committees based on what its needs will be throughout the next year. If you are 
interested in being either a Tercentenary Volunteer OR a Volunteer Committee 
Chair, please call Meg Thomas at the Tercentenal)' Office (1-2157) or come by the 
office in James Blair Hall, room 112. 
Please consider the following committees: 
1. Event Work - concerts, lectures, conferences, ceremonies, etc. 
2. Publicity - ads in campus media, flyer distnbution, table tents, etc. 
3. Campus Tours - special groups and guests of the College. 
4. Wren Information Center - helping out the Christopher Wren Association 
volunteers during crunch periods. 
5. Handicapped Access - facilitating the needs of the handicapped during large 
events. 
6. VIP - special attention to distinguished guests of the College. 
7. "Last Minute" - crisis management 
VITA Training Offered 
The Marshall-Wythe Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program is 
organizing for the Spring of 1993. VITA volunteers assist students and others in the 
community with the preparation of their income tax returns. No tax experience or 
course work is required. Volunteers learn all they need to know during the training 
session to be held this Saturday, Jan. 30. 
For those who do have a background in tax or accounting, VITA is a great way 
to use your skills helping others. Currently, six dates are planned for offering tax 
assistance to William and Marystud~!!ts. The first assistance session will be held Feb. 
17 . VITA Volunteers can work as few or as many hours as they wish. Contact Chris 
Buchannan (3L), Bob Dickinson (3L), or Kammy Wilson (2L) if interested in 
attending the Jan. 30 training session. 
Honorary Degrees to be Awarded 
T1J,e College released the Jistoffive honorary degree recipients at the tercentenary 
Charter Day convocation, Feb. 13. His Royal Highness The Prince ofW ales will be 
the keynote speaker at the 300th anniversary of the Charter? when the five receiv~ 
their honorary doctorates. The recipients reflect the College's strong ties to both 
England and Virginia. 
State Senator Hunter B. Andrews, B.A.,' 42 of Hampton and Chief Justice of the 
Virginia Supreme Court Harry L. Carrico, of Richmond, will both receive honoral)' 
doctor of laws degrees. 
British Ambassador to the U.S., Sir Robin Renwick and Robert Charles Gordon 
Strick, Clerk of the Drapers' Company in London wiJl both receive honoral)' doctor 
of humane letters degrees. Strick's employer is also the sponsor of the student 
exchange and scholarship program which bears its name. 
Finally, author and anthropologist Jane Goodall will receive an honoral)' doctor 
of science degree. Goodall is best known for her study of chimpanzees and her 1971 
book, In the Show of Man. 
253-7614 
10 am - 12 midnight -
DAILY 
Call-in orders 
welcome 
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Glutton for punishment 
Reviewer to drop out, follow B-Mc)vie guru Roger Corman 
By ALAN DUCKWORTH 
Well everyone, I am back, so 
let the rejoicing begin. Alright, 
I know nobody cares, but give 
me my temporary delusions. 
Maybe it's my subject, B-movies. 
This semester I have a 
distinguished visiting Con Law 
professor, who shall remain 
nameless. In a class discussion 
on First Amendment 
protection, he said, "Some ideas 
are worthless. See any dead 
teenager movie." Now, I was 
about to jump to the defense of 
my chosen genre, when Irealized 
that I agreed with him. So I had 
to keep silent. 
Unfortunately, this type of 
disrespect for B-moviesisall too 
common. Someday, B-movies 
will achieve the status that they 
deserve. I have decided to 
dedicate my life to this noble 
goal. Thus, I am going to drop 
out of school and become a 
disciple to Roger Corman, king 
of the B-movie. So I will be 
leaving school shortly, unless by 
some disaster, he chooses not to 
allow me to worship at his feet. 
Well, let's get started with my 
(hopefully) last column. 
Prototype X29A: What a movie 
to start the seme. ter! The very 
title screams, "I am a B-movie; 
watchme,Alan." And it is billed 
as "Part Man, Part Machine, 
All Killer." What could be 
better? I was irresistibly drawn 
to this movie. Butwas the movie 
good or was it a "Fatal 
Attraction"? Let's find out. 
The movie is set, as all such 
movies are, in the future. Years 
earlier, there had been a war 
between the Omegas and the 
Prototypes, with humans just 
kind of caught in the middle. 
Eventually, both sides destroyed 
each other. Or did they? The 
question, by the very need to ask 
it, is answered. One young 
female Omega survived. And 
bysomestrangecoincidence, her 
boyfriend was turned into a 
Prototype at the same time she 
was discovering that she was an 
Omega. But that sort of 
coincidence happens all the time 
in real life, doesn't it? OK., I 
know trat to enjoy science 
fiction , you need a willing 
suspension of disbelief, but this 
is ridiculous. 
Given what they had to work 
with, the actors did a fine job. 
AJJ of them were newcomers to 
the screen (at least to me and I 
am the expert.) Lana Lenhart 
plays the now grown-up Omega, 
Chandra Kerkarian, and her 
boyfriend is Hawkins Coselow, 
played by Robert Tossberg. 
There are numerous other cast 
something for no good reason 
and disappear, never to be found 
again. 
The action and FIX in thus 
movie are very good. Seeing the 
world in computer graphics as 
the Prototype does is pretty cool. 
And for the most part, you can't 
see the fists miss the opponent 
in the fight scenes, which is my 
definition of good action. 
The movie is a little long, or 
maybe it just seemed that way. 
Actually, I am sure that there .is 
a good movie inside this movie, 
trying to get out. However, I 
believe that there is a thin person 
in Roseanne Arnold trying to 
get out as well. The key to 
enjoying this movie is to not 
expect a plot, or to be too drunk 
to follow one if itwere there. To 
this end, I give this movie a 12-
pack. 
Blink of an Eye . When I found 
this movie, I knew it was a must 
for the column. It's an actiolll-
adventure movie, straight out of 
the Schwarzennegerian 
tradition, with an established 
male \ead as the hero. It could 
be an instant classic. 
The hero of the movie is Sam 
Browning. He is your basic, 
run-of-the-mill Armed Forces 
Rangerwith p5)'chicpowers. He 
members. Most of them are uses his powers by sitting up and 
only in one or two scenes. placing eight of his fingers on 
Basically, they show up, do his face and going into a trance. 
Sam is sent to Turkey to 
protect Kathryn Baker, the 
daughter of the Director of the 
CIA. Because our hero is sent 
down there, obviously a 
kidnapping attempt is 
forthcoming. After everyone 
ignores Sam's warnings, the 
attack comes and only through 
Sam's superior skill does the 
daughter escape. The rest of 
the movie is a chase, with 
terrorists trying to capture her. 
Our heroes are assisted by a 
good, if poorly dressed, native. 
Remember earlier when I 
said that this movie had a name 
leading man? I1ied, sort of. It's 
Michael Pare, best known for 
his delicate portrayal of Eddie 
in the character study, Eddie 
and the Cntisers and its sequel, 
Eddie Lil'es: Eddie and the 
Cntisers II. He demonstrates 
almost as much range in this 
movie as he did in the sequel. 
Janis Lee is sufficiently 
annoying as Kathryn Baker to 
make me wish the hero would 
abandon her to fate. That is 
actuall)' the mo t that 1 cared 
about anyone in this movie. 
Amo Lavie played Mozaffar, 
the head terrorist who was so 
evil that he shot a boy out of 
frustration at his own 
incompetence. However, this 
incompetence keeps him from 
being a truly menacing villain, 
because it always seemed as 
likely that he would shoot 
himself as the good guys. Career 
B-movie actor Richard Peterson 
plays Sam's boss, Colonel 
Townshead. 
There is nothing particular 
to say about the action in the 
movie. It's nothing special , but 
it's also above Barbarian Queen 
II (the film which I believe shows 
how bad films can really be). 
The dialogue borders on the 
inane at times. The script 
obviously attempted to do what 
Arnold does so well, add humor 
to action. Unfortunately, the 
jokes miss as often as they hit. 
Despite its many flaws, I kind 
of liked this movie. Partially, 
this is because I have an ea ier 
standard of review of action 
movies. Thus, I give this movie 
four beers. 
Boris and aUlsiuz. This review 
is a freebie for my loyal fan . I 
wanted to review Boris and 
Natasha, a movie based on the 
Bullwinkle characters and 
starring Dave Thomas and San), 
Kellerman, for the co\unm, but 
I couldn' t. I just was not able to 
sit through the whole movie. I 
lasted fifteen minutes (this is 
the same person who has 
watched the entire Deathstalker 
saga). Avoid this movie at all 
costs and I will see you at the 
video stores. 
Madonna's Body shabby; Alive flails on body count, too 
By STEVEN YOUNGKIN 
One of the main thingsa screenwriter 
and director have to keep in mind when 
they make a movie is credibility. If the 
film causes the audience to believe that 
the average intelligence of the characters 
is that of a toadstool, the story is lost and 
the movie has little chance of succeeding. 
Credibility is one of the two primary 
flaws in the movie Body of Evidence. 
The film stars Madonna as a woman 
accused of murdering her rich old 
boyfriend. W ill em Defoe co-stars as her 
attorney who very quickly is seduced by 
Madonna and starts to have an affair 
with her. Also appearing are Joe 
Montegni? as the prosecuting attorney 
and Anne Archer as a secretary who is 
determined to see that Madonna is 
convicted. 
The film gladly steals from movies 
like Basic Instinct (it's most obvious 
source), but it doesn't have the ability to 
even attempt to make sense. Instead, it 
relies on a device known as the " idiot 
plot." The idiot plot works like this: All 
the characters have to act like complete 
idiots in order for the story to advance. If 
any of the characters started to think, 
even a little, the story would grind to a 
halt. 
The movie is fraught with confusing 
elements. For example, Madonna is 
charged with killing her boyfriend with 
sex. This charge makes no sense because 
Madonna never coerced him in any way 
and he clearly knew what he was getting 
into. Granted, Madonna's sexual habits 
might have been on the risque side, but 
they hardly register as illegal. The only 
justification for her arrest was the 
accusation that she mixed cocaine with 
his nasal spray. But if cocaine was the 
method of murder, why mention all of 
her sexual habits during the trial? The 
only possible explanation could be so 
they can show what an adventurous and 
daring girl Madonna is. 
In addition, despite the nature of the 
story, the movie generates very little heat. 
While it blatantly steals from Basic 
Instinct, it lacksanyofthat film'ssexiness 
or energy. Madonna lacks Sharon Stone's 
liveliness and, as a result, the sex scenes 
in this film are so slow and unemotional, 
it boresratherthan arouses the audience. 
Further, the story creeps along, with one 
plot development occurring right after 
another with no momentum building at 
all. When the requisite final fight occurs 
the audience isn't thrilled but relieved 
that the movie might finally be over. 
In the end, it's as if Body of Evidence 
stole the worst elements from Basic 
Instinct (the confusing plot, the stick 
figure characters) . But instead of 
covering the lack of credibility up in high 
glosslikeInstinct did,Body is more muted 
and, therefore, a much duller affair. 
Credibili~y is not a problem withAlive 
though. This movie is based on the true 
story of a Uruguayan rugby team that 
was on its way to a match in Chile when 
the plane crashed in the Andes 
Mountains. While most ofthe passengers 
did survive the initial cra h they quickly 
realize that they are on their own when 
they learn that the rescue operation has 
been call ed off. Their situation 
deteriorates even further when their 
meager rations of wine and chocolates 
run out and the possibility of starvation 
faces them. The rest of the film deals 
with their attempt to save themselves 
and try to survive. 
Frank Marshall directed the movie in 
a well paced, if superficial fashion. The 
heroic natures of these people was never 
really delved into and all we get is surface-
level, two-dimensional portrayals of 
people who are almost impossible to tell 
apart. The only exceptions are Ethan 
Hawke and Josh Hamilton who play the 
leaders of the group. They manage to 
add some depth to their characters and 
stand out as a result. 
To his credit, Marshall is at his best 
See BODIES, page 16 
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Glutton for punishment 
Villain fetish revealed; mainstream mandate sought 
By AlAN DUCKWORTH 
People ask me why I review 
B-movie instead of mainstream 
video releases. Well despite the 
fact that I like there to be some 
clifference between me and my 
esteemed colleague, Steve 
Youngkin, I am not sure. Maybe 
I should review mainstream 
videos. To do thi I'll need a 
mandate from the people, 
particularly to get this idea pa t 
my sawed-off dictator of an 
editor. So, in keeping with the 
sea n, let's vote on it. Grab me 
in the hall, drop a vote in my 
hanging fil e, or contact Kroner 
and how him the will of the 
peopl ' . Whicheverwaythevore 
goes I will remain your humbl 
Dr.Mordrid: TrueB-Movies 
fan must rejoice. Okay, at this 
school, that means me. But at 
lea t I am happy. However, 
despite the resounding lack of 
interestat Marshall-Wythe, Full 
Moon Entertainment has come 
out with another movie. For 
those who don ' t know, Full 
Moon is the major maker of 
direct-to-video movies today 
with their specialty being horror. 
They have relea ed dozen of 
film. After each, '"Videozone,' 
a vid ~o magazine, gives a behind-
the-scenes look at the movies, 
pr view upcoming relea . and 
hocks their merchandise. Thafs 
enough aboutthecompany; thi 
is about the movie. 
Roughly 150 years prior, Anton 
Mordrid defeated his evil rival, 
Kabal and trapped him in a 
prison. Knowing that Kabal 
would likely escape, he took up 
residence on Earth to protect it 
from a future attack by Kabal. 
Now, Kabal has escaped. While 
Mordrid tracks Kabal and fights 
the ignorance of us foolish 
mortals, Kabal gathers power 
for the coming battle. Actually, 
a lot more happens in the movie 
than I have described, but you 
will have to see it to get it. The 
final fight is quite unusual. The 
two magician animate giant 
fossil skeletons that battle itout. 
The movie is directed by the 
founder of Full Moon Charles 
Band and hi father, long-time 
director Albert Band. They are 
working with a good, if small, 
cast. Jeffrey Coombs, who has 
previou Iy worked with Charles 
Band on Re-Animntor and From 
Beyond, p lays D r. A n ton 
Mordrid, the good sorcerer. His 
fine performance is only 
surpassed by Brian Thompson 
of Cobm fame (yes, I watch every 
bad movie), who plays Kabal 
with a evil flourish. 
People who have read 
several of my reviews will begin 
to see a pattern emerging, in 
which I regularly prefer the 
villain to the hero. I know this is 
a character flaw, but I am not 
surewhattypeyet. Eithervillains 
are ju t more interestingly 
writtenorifl identifywith villains 
more easily. I will keep working 
on that one and get back to you 
on it. By the way, I welcome 
input (even from you Kevin). 
The rest of the cast, while good, 
is basically unknown. 
Well, the beer rating system 
is back this week. I give this two 
bee rs. Furthermo re, I 
recommend that you don't drink 
much more if you watch this 
movie. I watched it with two 
friends. One was sober and he 
liked it, the other was drunk and 
she couldn't follow it. 
The Flash: My next movie is 
The Flash. I know what you are 
saying, it was a television show. 
That's true. Not many people 
watched it because it was 
canceled so quickly. However, 
servant. ow let' get to the 
video . 
Dr. Wordrid is about the 
battle between two sorcerers. 
See VILlAIN page 20 
Candyman & Under Siege good examples of wasted ideas 
By STEVE YOUNGKJN 
After seeing Cnndyman and Under 
Siege, I decided that there is one type of 
movie that depress s me the most. It's 
the' almost had it" mov1e. These are the 
types that aren't bad--in fact, they usually 
have some really good elements --but, 
unfortunately, ome crucial element 
destroy it. These are even bigger 
clisappointment than the "bad" movies 
because I ense either good talent or a 
good idea wasted. As a result, I end up 
wishing that anyone major element had 
been fIXed. Then the movie would have 
been good instead of merely mediocre. 
Candyman is a perfect example of 
this t) pe of movie. The film deals with an 
intriguing concept--the idea that 
mythology and folklore can become more 
believable than reality simply becau e 
people want them to. 
The movie stars Virginia Madsen a a 
graduate student working on a thesis 
about urban myths, for example, 
aIligators flushed down the toilet that 
live in the sewers. While in her research, 
he comes upon a myth of a man named 
Candyman. According to legend, 
Candyman wa a slave who was executed 
by his master because he got the master's 
daugh ter pregnan t. Before hewas killed, 
his right hand was chopped off and a 
metal hook was put in its place. It is 
further rumored that if a person said his 
name in a mirror five times, Candyman 
would appear and kill him. 
Madsen then sets out to further 
research this myth and in the process, 
discredits it for all the residents in the 
ghetto who believed in it. Not having any 
more people to believe in his legend, 
Candyman then appears to Madsen and 
informs her that he will have to kill more 
people in order to get people to believe 
in him again. 
Instead of just straight appearing and 
killing people, Candyman attempts a 
more nefarious scheme. He manages to 
make it appear that Madsen is the actual 
murderer. His explanation is that this 
way she can join as part of popular 
mythology as a famed murderer. 
The idea behind this movie is 
interesting, and for the first two-thirds of 
the film, it works. The violence is 
surprisingly sparing, and the attacks that 
are shown are left more to the imagination 
than to the eye. Also, Tony Todd is 
impressive as Candyman. He's not just a 
psychotic kiIler, he kills to live. 
Unfortunately, the movie unravels 
near the end. When the movie should be 
at its scariest, it in tead resorts to normal, 
boring bloodletting, with gore replacing 
imagination. The only saving grace was 
a final scene that managed to send home 
the concept of the movie in a way that 
managed to surprise me. If only the rest 
of the conclusion had been as creative 
in read of just violent. 
Just as disappointing as Candyman is 
Under Siege. This is a Die Hard-style 
mOv1e starring Steven Seagal a a navy 
cook who is on boar~ a ship when it's 
taken over by terrorists led by Tommy 
Lee Jones and Gary Busey. Since most 
of the crew have either been kiIled or 
captured, it is up to Seagal and a Playboy 
Playmate, played by a real Playmate Erika 
Emmeniak, to stop the bad guys and save 
the ship. 
As with Candyman, there is a good 
idea at work here. After all, the concept 
of the outsider screwing up a complex, 
"perfect" plan worked in both of the Die 
Hard mov1es. Why shouldn't it work 
here? Unfortunately, it doesn't because 
of its star. InDie Hard, Bruce Willis was 
an ordinary beat cop who just happened 
to be at the wrong place at the wrong 
time. Because we were allowed to see 
that he was scared and had no idea if he 
had a chance, there was actual suspense. 
That'sno t thecasewith Seagal. There 
is never so much as one second of screen 
timewhere he is in danger. The character 
is so calm and so sure of himself, we feel 
as if this was ordjnary business for him 
rather than a shocking development. In 
addition, the writers stack the deck in his 
favor. Not only is he an ex-Seal, he also 
happens to be an expert at martial arts, 
explosives, knives, guns and everything 
else. Because of this, it begins to seem 
that the villains are overmatched by one 
man rather than the other way around. 
To its credit, the movie does boast a 
fun performance by Tommy Lee Jones. 
J ones is insane, dangerous, and hilarious, 
and most of the scenes with him come to 
life. There is a feel ing that he is capable 
and liable to do anything and at anytime-
-exactly what a villain should be. If only 
they had an actor who could be what a 
hero should be. 
ItJs Only Rock & Roll 
Music for your election hangover 
By PHIL NUGENT Months, and 2 Days in the Life of .. This respect and violence among blacks. 
The hard-fought election is finally may be their debut album, but the This is not an easy band to categorize. 
over,andwhetheryourcandidatewonor Atlanta-based, five-person group Arrested Development has the 
lost, you're understandably emotional Arrested Development, fronted by lead reputation of a rap act with a sunny 
about it. Maybe you're feeling the joy in singer-rapper, Speech, hasa self-assured, attitude, butthesubjectofempowerment 
the air, maybe you've got the blues, or unique style that's both old and new. is equally core. Instead of "Don't Worry, 
maybe you re mad as hell. Well, we've Perhaps it's the timeless themes of their Be Happy," their theme song might be, 
gotthe music to fit your mood. If you feel music, encompassing spirituality, love, "Don't Sit There, Be Something." 
like celebrating: Arrested D evelopment. and responsibility. With its familiar "Mr. Wendal" looks at a homeless 
If your candidate lost and you're feeling refrain from nearly a quarter -century ago, man in a new light: "Never thought twice 
blue, Etta James is the singer for you. If "I am everyday people," the breakout about spending on an ole bum!Until I 
your candidate lost, and you feel like single, "People Everyday" reminds one had the chance to really get to know 
breaking furniture, welcome to the House of the Family Stone. Yet, "People" is no 
of Pain. anthem to flower power: the bulk of the See BLUES, page 20 
Arrested Development: 3 Years, 5 song is a rap taking on the subject of 
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1 TV'. 
talking 
hor .. 
(2 wd •. ) 
5 -Usa 
9 Electrical 
unit 
12 Want. (.1.) 
. 13 Bird cia .. 
21 
14 Long tim. 
15 Floating 
.tructure 
16 Part 
18 Cltru. drink 
19 Layer of .011 
20 Southwe.t· 
ern Indian. 
21 Red Sea 
country 
23 Front 
The World Almanac® Crossword 
25 Set firmly 
26 Clgaret1. 
flavor 
30 Gad about 
32 Uncoln'. 
nickname 
33 - to Joy 
34 Trapeze 
arU.t 
36 Calma 
38 I. 
concerned 
(e) 1992 by NEA, Inc. 
39 Mal de -
40 Walks 
painfully 
41 Half of dl 
« Help 
45 Aro .. -
-ro .. 
47 Infallible 
50 Chicken 
chow -
51 Pop'. wife 
52 Old form of 
"hal It 
53 Nallve of 
Edinburgh 
54 Sign at full 
houle 
(abbr.) 
55 Step --I 
56 Clan 
DOWN 
1 - Breckln· 
ridge 
2 Prelabrlc· 
ated 
3 Weakened 
4 Aug.time 
5 Brlti.h actor 
Jam .. -
6 In exce .. of 
7 Wooiliber 
8 Ught--
fealher 
9 Stew 
Ingredient 
10 Table d'-
11 Individual. 
17 Smallest of 
litter 
19 SeUle by 
conciliation 
22 Singer-
Torme 
23 - vldl vlcl 
24 Often·used 
medicine 
AM •• r to PrlYloul Puzzll 
25 Cone ell. 
26 War god 
27 Toupee 
28 Pa •• 'on 
29 -gol 
31 Swerve 
~~~ 
35 E.cape (.1.) 
37 Cupid 
40 Not heavy 
41 Flower. 
42 --
about 
43 Vern. hero 
44 Oppol8d 
46 Aardvark'. 
diet 
48 Greek leUer 
49 Author 
Fleming 
50 Food addl-
live (abbr.) 
BODIES, from page 14 
during the action scenes. The 
plane crash is harrowing enough 
to make people want to give up 
on the friendly skies for a long 
time. And during the movie's 
key scene, the only major 
depiction of cannibalism he 
creates just enough distaste so 
we can empathize with the 
characters and understand why 
they did this. He doesn't push it 
too far so as to overshadow the 
rest of the film. 
My biggest complaint would 
be with the marketing 
department. Aswith othertilms 
of the past year (Unforgil'en, 
Leap of Faith), the ad executives 
at Hollywood Pictures have 
managed to convince the public 
that the movie is about 
something that it's not. 
The ads make the film seem 
as if cannibalism is the main 
point when, in fact, it is onJyone 
scene. That scene is not even 
about the actual act but about 
how much these people wanted 
to survive. 
In the end, Alive is shallow 
though never boring. The story 
is fascinating and hopefully 
sc;neday, somebody will do the 
story justice and create a movie 
as powerful as they deserve. 
CDe.~t"'e' 'ey' 1326 Jamestown Road 
-D~ ~ .K 'l~ . (804) 229-0550 
CRealty. inc. Your rental 
guide for 
enjoyable 
living 
The largest selection of single family homes, townhomes, and 
condominiums in the following areas: Peppertree, Jamestown Common, 
James Square, Raleigh Square, Shellis Square and Campus Court. We 
offer assistance in locating housing, roommates, subleasing and short 
term leases. 
This week's featured property: 
THE MIDLANDS 
· 2 and 3 Bedrooms 
· $485 and $550/month - 1 year lease 
· $585 and $660/month - 9 month lease 
· All appliances 
· Swimming Pool 
·11/2 Baths 
· WasherlDryer Hook-ups 
EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPOR'T\NTY 
2 Hedroom Floor Plan 
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Events Calendar 
Monday, Jan. 25 
Happy Chinese New Year! 
Men's Basketball vs. UVA, W &M Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Williamsburg Symphonia, PBK, 8:15 p.m. For ticket information, 
call 229-9857. 
Did You Know? Singing out of tune in North Carolina is against the law. 
Tuesday, Jan. 26 
Faculty Lecture Series: History of the College: "William III, Mary II and 
the R evolution of 168 -1689," Dale E. Hoak, professor of history, 
Washington 201, 7:30 p.m. 
Institute of Early American History and Culture Colloquium: "The 
Failure of Puritan Political Economy," Darren Staloff, postdoctoral 
fell ow, Institute Library, 7:30 p.m. 
Women's Studies Forum: "From Silence to Empowerment: Do We 
R eally Want to Sing in This Choir Anyway," Njeri Jackson, political 
science, Virginia Commonwealth University, Botetourt Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Thought For The Day: The genuineness of a couple's affection for each 
other is inv.ersely proportional to the cuteness of their pet names for each 
other. 
Yippee! Income tax repealed in 1871. 
Wednesday, Jan. 27 
Music: Dave Matthews Band, Flood Zone, Richmond 8 p.m. 
Pro Hockey: Richmond Renegades vs. Columbus, Richmond Coliseum 
Eureka! Edison patented the lightbulb in 1880 
Did You Know? A New York judge ruled that if two women behind you 
in a movie theater are discu ing the probable outcome of a fi lm, you can 
give them a Bronx cheer. 
Thursday, Jan. 28 
Town & Gown Luncheon: " African Elections Growth Industry of Cards," 
Ambassador Robert Fritts, Senior Foreign Policy Fellow, CC Ballroom, 
12:15 p.m. 
Commonwealth Center Seminar: " Imperialism, American Style, 1890-
1916," Joseph A. Fry, professor of history, University of Nevada at Las 
Vegas, Botetourt Theatre, 5 p.m. 
Ewell Concert Series: Debra Wendells Cross, flutist, Ewell Recital Hall, 
8 p.m. General admission atthe door, $2. W &Mstudents withID admitted 
free. 
Music: Animal Farm, Knievals, Trench Mouth, Flood Zone, Richmond 
Thought For The Day: You're not drunk if you can lie on the floor without 
holding on. 
Friday, Jan. 29 
Music: Widespread Panic, Flood Zone, Richmond. 
Did You Know? It is illegal to put tomatoes in clam chowder in 
Massachuse!1S. 
Saturday, Jan. 30 
Men's Basketball vs. ODU W&M Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
. Thought For The Day: One good turn gets most of the covers. 
Sunday, Jan. 31 
GaJIery Talk: "Images of Faith, Images of Reality, Netherlandish Paintings 
from the Blaffer Foundation," Arthur K Wheelock J r. , curator, Northern 
Baroque Painting, National Gallery of Art, Muscarelle Museum, 2 p.m. 
Film: "The Light of Experience," Muscarelle Museum, 3 p.m. 
Music at the Muscarelle, -1- p.m. 
P ro Hockey: Richmond Renegades vs. Hampton Roads Admirals, at the 
R ichmond Coli eum. 
Did You Know? A Michigan woman i not allowed to lift her skirt more 
than six inches to avoid mud puddles. 
Monday, Feb. 1 
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Film: "The Light of Experience," Muscarelle Museum, 4 p.m. 
PSF: 5 p.m. deadline for W.L. Williams Scholarship Applications 
And Justice For Ail: The first US Supreme Court met in New York. 
Thought For The Day: Johnny Carson's Definition of the Smallest 
Interval of Time Known to Mankind: that which occurs in Manhattan 
between the traffic signal turning green and the taxi driver behind you 
blowing his horn. 
Tuesday, Feb. 2 
Women's Studies Forum: "Small Happiness," video, Washington 201, 
7:30p.m. 
Concert Series: "Carmen," New York City Opera National Company, 
PBI<,8p.m. 
Music: Matt Cobra, Flood Zone, Richmond. 
Did You Know? If a person is caught stealing soap in Mohave County, 
Arizona, he must wash with it until it is all used up. 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 
Concert Series: "Carmen," New York City Opera National Company, 
PBK, 8 p.m. 
Music: 
Arc Angels and Poor Boys, Boathouse, Norfolk, 8 p.m. 
Dave Matthews Band, Flood Zone, Richmond. 
Thought For The Day: Anything dropped in the bathroom falls in the 
toilet. 
Thursday, Feb. 4 
Town & Gown Luncheon: "A Turbulent World Confronts Bill Clinton," 
Jim Bill, director, The Reves Center, Campus Center Ballroom, 12:15 
p.m. 
Faculty Lecture Series History of the College: "Royal Patronage and 
Propaganda in the 1690s," Robert P. Maccubbin, professor of English, 
Washington 201,7:30 p.m. 
Ewell Concert Series: Hardwick Chamber Ensemble, Ewell Recital Hall, 
8 p.m. Tickets $2 at the door. Students free with ID. 
. Music: 
Dance Hall Reggae, Boathouse, Norfolk. 
All Good Band, Flood Zone, Richmond. 
Did You Know? It is illegal to mispronounce the name of the city of Joliet, 
Illinois. 
Friday, Feb. 5 
Musical: 42nd Street, at Chrysler Hall, Norfolk. Continues through Feb. 
7. Call 671-8100 for tickets and information. 
Thought For The Day: Murphy's Law: "In closing" is always followed by 
the other half of the speech. 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Music: 247 Spies with Zag Man Zig, Flood Zone, Richmond. 
Did You Know? In Oak Park, Illinois, the law restricts the making of 
doughnuts to no more than one hundred per person in one day. 
Sunday, Feb. 7 
Film: "Bruges: Story of a Medieval City," Muscarelle Museum, 4 p.m. 
"Voices for the Future," a student benefit concert of a cappella singing 
groups to support the Student Advancement Association Endowed 
Scholarship, featuring the Stairwells, The Gentlemen of the College, 
Intonations, Ebony Expressions, The Christopher Wren Singers, and The 
Botetourt Chamber Singers, PBK, 8 p.m. Tickets available from SAA 
office, ext. 12051. 
Thought For The Day: A road map always tells you everything except how 
to refold it. 
~ I [ In.dividuals or Qrganiz{ltion who wish to announce sched,uJed activities on the Calendar should plac;e the relevant infof!llation in the A~micus hanging file. ~ '. I 
.. 
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Picks, prognostications & pipedrearns for the new year 
By ERIC CHASSE 
Welcome back, campers, for 
yet another chapter of sports 
guru-ing from right here, the 
home office III Flagstaff, 
Arizona. It seems that I'm a 
little late for New Year's 
resolutions, so I thought I would 
open 1993 with a nonincJusive 
list of sports items I'd like to 
write about in the coming year: 
* Ray Handley, erstwhile 
coach of the New York Giants, 
finally decides to pursue a law 
career (albeit several years too 
late for Giants fans) right here 
at Marshall-Wythe. As football 
season approaches, poor Ray is 
beaten out for coach of the third-
year intramural juggernaut by 
incumbent Dave Delk. 
* The Super Bowl is once again 
decided by a last-second field 
goal attempt; it doesn't even 
matter who wins anymore--
football fans are dying for a close, 
exciting game to close out the 
season. Fearless, and hopeful, 
prediction: Dallas 37, Buffalo 
J·l in OT. 
'" Free agency does not tear 
apart the NFL the way it is in 
baseball. The imposition of a 
:alary cap and other safeguards 
should preclude the ridiculous 
state of affairs currently in place 
in the 'grand old game.' 
* Reggie White_signs with the 
Forty-Niners, who make room 
under the salary cap by trading 
Steve Young to the Vikings. 
* The NBA and NHL finally 
forego the regular season 
altogether, and implement a 50-
or 6O-game ~'playoff' schedule 
instead. 
* The NCAA admits its 
mistake, pushes the starting date 
for preseason basketball practice 
back the two weeks it took away 
this year, and hires David Stern 
away from the NBA to properly 
marketwhat is cI early THE most 
exciting game going today. 
* The Duke basketball team 
completes a "mediocre" season 
with a 27-8 record and a loss in 
the NCAA tourney round of 
eight, ending a string of five 
straight Final Fours for Coach 
K'ssquad. 
* A third-year law school team 
comprised of Joe English, J ubal 
Miller, Eric Finley, Mark Vann 
and Mike lJeBaeeke beats chc 
ever-living crud out of the W &M 
varsity squad, and goes on to 
lose in the semi-finals of the 
NCAA tournament. 
* The Final Four: Kansas, 
Florida State, Indiana and North 
Carolina (was there ever any 
doubt?) . 
* The Chicago Bulls' shot at a 
three-peat is snuffed out by an 
opening round playoff loss to 
number eight seed Charlotte. 
Jordan averages 38.7 ppg, but 
the Hornets go on, only to lose 
to the eventual conference 
champion Cleveland Cavaliers. 
* The Lakers miss the playoffs 
altogether forthe first time since 
the Truman administration, and 
Magic Johnson announces his 
plans to return to the team, then 
changes his mind, instead opting 
to serve as Ross Perot's running 
mate in the 1996 election. 
* A record number of 
underclassmen declare their 
eligibility for the NBA draft, 
and a record number rue their 
decision when they are not 
selected. Chris Webber, the 
ove rall number one pick, 
immediately signs with the 
Mavericks, making Jimm)' 
Jackson look eyen morc llke an 
ass than he does coday. 
t The Atlanta Braves et a 
major league record by having 
• Located in the heart 
of the historic area. 
• Ample parking. 
~~~~ES 
Merdwns Squ2re -villiamsburg, VA - 253-1847 
five pitchers win 30 or more 
games, and set another record 
by having no saves the entire 
season. 
* Marge Schott is suspended 
by major league baseball forsuch 
time is necessary for herto figure 
outwhatthe"bigdeal"wasabout 
her racial and anti -semitic 
remarks. 
* Jose Canseco mouths off to 
the manager and the media once 
too often, forcing Texas Ranger 
teammate Nolan Ryan to put 
Cansecoover his knee and spank 
him. 
* The Houston Astros show 
remarkable improvement over 
1992, winning 94 games, but still 
finish third in the West. 
* Third time's a charm: Braves 
beatthe White Sox in the World 
Series in five games. 
* Dennis Erickson leaves the 
University of Miami forthe NFL, 
saying that he can't stand being 
around a bunch of losers. 
* TheCommitted,ourbeloved 
facu lty's W illiamsburg Rec 
basketball team, wins the low 
orca],: Jeague champlOnshlp 
behind a barrage of chree-
pointers by "Hoops' Marcu 
and several thunder dunks by 
"Manute" Douglas. At the 
victory celebration after the 
finals, talk of a repeat is quickly 
curtailed by the announcement 
that the entire team is retiring. 
* Alabama alum Toby Roth is 
caught in the middle of an 
Abscarn-typestingwhen he gives 
free legal advice to the Tide's 
starting outside linebacker, 
thereby precluding the 
possibility for a back-to-back 
national championship. 
* And finally, one of two 
W &M entrants in the University 
of Virginia's annual nationallaw 
school tournaments, Abuse of 
Discretion, takes home first-
place overall, leading to a slew 
of new admissions applications 
flooding into Dean Shealy's 
office. 
************ 
T oday' closing q uote, 
campers, is dedicated to that 
special firm in the hills of West 
Virginia that so many of us know 
ad love so well: 
"Younl<)·ergi!'cmeyollrmone)' 
You olllygive me your Julin 'papers 
_ JIUIIl1 fJJemltJifJe0J negOJUlJ101lS 
You breakdoan. .. 
Coodnight, Ray, wherever 
you are. 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
$129.00 
Wide Range of Fitness 
Classes at More Times 
· 30 min. "PACE' Circuit 
Training Class 
· New Lifecycles, Treadmill 
and Stairclimber 
· Free Weights and Equipment 
· Saunas and Jacuzzi 
· Aqua Fitness Program 
AE OBICS 
!2fU3 
220-0556 
Williamsburg Shopping Center (Near Roses) 
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AmICUS computer-like rankings 
M -W pins hopes for glory on returning athletes (?) 
By BILL MADIGAN 
The spring intramural season is upon 
us, and while it is too early in the semester 
to pass along any scintillating scores, 
horrendous highlights, or rancorous 
rankings, I can bring you a prescient 
preview of the coming action. With the 
experience that the U.s have acquired 
after a semester of football and future 
interests, and the renewed vigor of the 
3Ls brought on by the imminence of 
unemployment, M-W is primed to retain 
its title as the breeding ground of 
champions. 
BASKETBALL: The first battleground 
for this season will be the hard wood of 
the Rec Center courts. M-W has 
traditionally been a powerhouse in this 
arena. Last year, the Laura "The Boom" 
Kerrigan -led Just Do It captured the Co-
Ree A Le ague title . And, Excited 
Utterances, paced by the hard-nosed play 
of Joe "Broken" English, made it to the 
finals before being dropped like a class 
with a paper requirement. Whether these 
teams will reform like the mythical 
Phoenix from the ashes of first semester 
exams remains to be seen. But one team 
, 
that has vowed to return is last year's 
number 5 team, SWB. 
In a recent interview, center Doug 
"Big" MacPherson confirmed that SWB 
was secretly practicing in a small South 
American coun try during this off-season. 
However, he said that the one thing the 
team lacked was a name. They no longer 
wanted the albatross of a moniker, SWB, 
especially since they're now even-slower 
tan guys. So, he asked me to put it to you, 
the readers of this column (and those of 
you who are assisted by others in reading 
this column) tocomeupwitha new name 
for their team. If you have any ideas, 
drop them in my hanging file, and we'll 
run a little contest. I may even give a 
prize for the best name. The season 
begins Feb. l. 
FLOOR HOCKEY: Another much 
anticipated sport is floor hockey. There 
will be men's, women's and co-rec 
divisions available for this ice-free 
combat. "Sloppy" Joe Somerville, who 
led the ill-fated Kroener Sucks last season, 
just wanted to see his name in the paper. 
Who said the press isn't respon ive to the 
public? Also, suggesting that she may 
spirits & sports 
come out of retirement to play this season, 
Joan "Raising" Kane, in an exclusive 
interview, recently recounted her fond 
memories of playing hockey (or was that 
hook.-y) in third grade P .E. and the 
Orwellian practice of making everyone 
in the class wear the same, tac!...), gym 
clothes. Those good old days when we 
use to pull our gym socks up over our 
knees seem like only yesterday. 
Registration for floor hockey opens Feb. 
3 and closes Feb. 4. 
WALLYBALL TOURNAMENT: The 
sport named for the elder Cleaver child 
also begins in February. Even though the 
season isweeks away, pre-season injuries 
are already starting to endanger M-W's 
dominant position. "Pistol" Pete Kubin 
suffered a near career-ending injury 
during a recent pick-up game. "Pistol' 
Pete reeeived a facial laceration from his 
glasses while executing the controversial 
"face bump" used successfully by the 
Chinese in the 1986 Olympics. Pete was 
ultimately saved by a timely neck 
tourniquet applied by Wallyball deity, 
" Contesting The" Will McNulty. 
Wallyball registration opens Feb. 3, and 
the tournament will take place Feb. 14 
and 15. 
************ 
Other sports on tap for the semester 
include racquetball, swimming, outdoor 
soccer, three-point shooting, wrestling, 
track and field, golf, sand volleyball and 
that fan favorite, softball. Most sports 
have divisions for men, women and co-
ree teams. Entry fees for team sports are 
$20, tournament sports are $5, and dual 
and individual sports are $2 per person. 
For registration information, contact the 
Rec Sports office (look up the number 
your own damn self), SBA sports demi-
god Jason "Of Sam" Davis or me. 
Next time, we' ll have the first 
basketball poll of the season as well as 
some racquetball and maybe some floor 
hockey scores and highlights. Team 
captains, if you want your team to have 
the fame and respect that they so richly 
deserve, please drop a note in my hanging 
filewithanyand all pertinent information. 
But leave the nicknames to me. Until 
next time, see you at the gym (I'll be the 
one sitting in the lawn chair watching 
TV). 
an's 
Come Enjoy Great Food and A Great Time At O'Callaghan's 
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts, 
And Watch Your Favorite Sports On Our 10 Foot TV Screen 
20% Discount (excluding alcohol) with ID 
Live Entertainment Wide Screen Football 
Every Thursday 
Uve -.Jazz with 
Natu.-al I3lend 
Every Friday and Saturday 
Uve Eands 
Call for more information 
Come to O'Callaghan's for 
Super- U()wl Sunda~ 
Watch C()Wb()~S slay l3uffal() 
Basketball season is in high gear, 
come see your team on our big-screen TV 
Check your newspaper for tip-off times 
Most every sporting event televised 
Located at 4854 Longhill Rd, at the corner of Longhill and OIde Town Rds 
In the Oide Town Square Shopping Center 229-6910 or 229-6821 
Open everyday from 11am ti1l2am 
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of Williamsburg, Scott looks 
forward todoingsometravelling 
before returning to London, 
which she describes as her home. 
A self-professed city lover, Scott 
likes the accessibility of 
Williamsburg, though she 
wishes there were a little more 
to do (apparently, she's never 
been to The Pottery). Like so 
many of us, she is undaunted by 
the fact that her time at M-W 
does not really seem to further 
her legal career. "I believe in 
education for education's sake," 
she said with a smile. 
Dalke will spend a year in 
London attending classes at 
Queen Mary and Westfield 
College. The College is well 
known for its emphasis on 
international law. Dalke's 
primary interest is in labor law, 
and he sees this as a good chance 
to learn about comparative 
international labor law. Besides 
cultural enrichment, he will also 
receive an LL.M. degree upon 
completion of the program. 
Moreover, Dalke, like Scott, 
entertains notions of someday 
teaching law, and both consider 
intemationallegal training a plus 
in light of the grow ing 
internationalism of the legal 
world. 
Those interested in the 
Drapers scholarship for 199-l 
willl1ave ru wail until Nuvember, 
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honor that a college of royal 
charter can bestow. 
The only other individual to 
receive an honorary fellowship 
from the College is Princess 
Margriet of the Netherlands. 
The Princess received this honor 
in 1989, during a celebration of 
the 300th anniversary of the 
Glorious Revolution which 
brought King William and 
Queen Mary to the British 
throne. 
Students have been sent 
invitations to the Charter Day 
events and may pick up tickets 
to the convocation Feb. 1-5, 
between 2 and 7 p.m. on the 
second floorofJ ames Blair Hall. 
Historic Charter week 
begins Feb. 8 with a campus 
assembly in the Wren Courtyard 
at noon. At this time the U.S. 
Postal Service will unveil a 
postcard featuring the Wren 
Building. 
Swem Library will open an 
historical exhibit featuring items 
from the college archives. The 
Library will also hold a 
symposium on the future of 
liberal arts education . The 
symposium will conclude with a 
debate in William and Mary 
Hall, moderated by television 
journalist Roger Mudd. 
The College has scheduled 
other events throughout 1993 to 
celt:bfiHe l'nc H;rCeI1lenn'/a'/ , 
incJudinga birthdayceJebration 
at Busch Gardens during 
homecoming week. 
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involvement in the dean search 
process," according to Cartee. 
Cartee believes that "the 
proportions on the Committee 
[are] about right.' While 
students are represented byonly 
one member on the Dean Search 
Committee itself, Cartee 
mentioned that he has received 
assurances that student input 
from the two subcommittees 
"will be weighed considerably." 
Because the goals of the 
individual groups involved in the 
search process are quite similar, 
there is reason to be optimistic 
that the results of the search will 
satisfy administrators, faculty, 
alumni and students alike. 
And what are those goals? 
The law school faculty does not 
believe there is anyone pressing 
deficiency in need of immediate 
attention at Marshall-Wythe. 
Thus, no particular weight has 
been attached to any specific 
criterion. In general, the faculty 
has expressed an interest in a 
dean of national prominence 
with the leadership and skill 
necessary to continue moving 
Marshall-Wythe to the next tier 
of elite schools. 
While former experience as 
a dean is not viewed as a 
necessary credential thefaculty 
desire a candidate with some 
academic admini trative 
exper1enu:, 1unu-ni/~JI1g <Jolil!Y 
continued inte raction with 
tudents in a cia room setting 
and a "congenial disposition." 
The Committee will also 
consider additional information, 
such as references from former 
students, alumni relations and 
personal records on issues such 
as minority concerns. 
Although the Committee did 
notlimitthesearchtoacademi~ 
each of the finalists does have 
an "impeccable academic and 
scholarship record from some 
of the best schools in the 
country" according to Cartee. 
In addition, each is a chair 
professor at hisor her respective 
law school, well published in top 
journals, with an extensive 
record of professional activities 
in consultant, counselor 
advisory capacities. 
The Committee plans to have 
each finalist visit Marshall-
Wythe. The busy two-day 
schedule of activities planned 
for each candidate is enough to 
make even the most seasoned 
third-year interview veteran 
shudder with fear. There are 
interviews with three faculty 
groups, two tudentcommittees, 
President Sullivan. Acting Dean 
Williamson and a number of 
other admini trators both at the 
law school and at the College. 
Thus far, onl. two candidates 
have made their vi it. 
As the process near it 
conclusion student involvement 
continues. The Organization 
and At Large Committees will 
submitwritten evaluation to the 
Dean ~earch CommIttee 
recommending two candidates. 
The Dean Search Committee 
will then consider these and the 
other evaluations it receives and 
submit this information along 
with an unranked list of three 
names to President Sullivan. 
The President will make the final 
selection, subject to approval by 
the Board of Visitors. 
The Dean Search 
Committee plans to submit its 
list to President Sullivan in early 
February. Sull ivan hopes to 
present hisdeci ion to the Board 
of Vi itors by March or April. 
Students involved in the 
process appear generally 
pleased with the committee 
structure, al though some 
confusion exists over the level of 
detail which is appropriate 
during the interviews. There 
are, of course a wide array of 
issues to be addressed, including 
minority recruitment, career 
placement financial aid, faculty 
evaluation class rankings and 
addldropprocedures. Yet, when 
a ked to iden tify the key issue in 
the mind of committee 
members. each tudenr echoed 
the faculty's desire for a dean of 
national tattire to usher 
Marshall-Wythe into the next 
echelon of law schools, who 
could at the same time main tain 
a friendly relatively non-
cutthroat atmosphere. 
As one student put it: "We 
need an effervescent personali ty 
who will be an advocate for 
Marshall-W}1he \I;ithout 10. ing 
ight f the intangible which 
dJ tmgUl h this from other rap 
caliber lawschoo/s. ,. HopefuJly, 
the process can deliver such a 
dean to Williamsburg. 
when the selection process takes 
place again. All third year 
students are eligible to apply for 
the scholarship. Candidates are 
evaluated by a faculty committee 
that considers both the 
applicant's resume and a 
statement of interest. The 
Committee's recommendation 
is then given to the Dean, who 
ma~:es the final deci ion. 
Don't miss the next meeting of the Amicus Curiae 
We don't know where it will be, 
but look around the building Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. 
We're sure you can find us. 
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ortrait Studio 
Tuesdays, and now SATURDAYS, 
are W &M Special Days 
Bring your film in for proceSSing and 
receive either FREE film or Free double 
prints!! 
With our new PORTRAIT STUDIO open .. you can be sure 
th3t your class pictures look G REA T!! 
~_ Make an appointment TODAY 
~ ot: PASSPORT PHOTOS IN MINUTES 
Great for applications, too! 
229-3001 431 Prince George St. fr m kin i s 
